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Abstract—Light field imaging has emerged as a technology allowing to capture richer visual information from our world. As opposed to
traditional photography, which captures a 2D projection of the light in the scene integrating the angular domain, light fields collect
radiance from rays in all directions, demultiplexing the angular information lost in conventional photography. On the one hand, this
higher-dimensional representation of visual data offers powerful capabilities for scene understanding, and substantially improves the
performance of traditional computer vision problems such as depth sensing, post-capture refocusing, segmentation, video stabilization,
material classification, etc. On the other hand, the high-dimensionality of light fields also brings up new challenges in terms of data
capture, data compression, content editing and display. Taking these two elements together, research in light field image processing
has become increasingly popular in the computer vision, computer graphics and signal processing communities. In this article, we
present a comprehensive overview and discussion of research in this field over the past 20 years. We focus on all aspects of light field
image processing, including basic light field representation and theory, acquisition, super-resolution, depth estimation, compression,
editing, processing algorithms for light field display, and computer vision applications of light field data.
Index Terms—Light field imaging, light field processing.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
A S the most important medium for people to perceivethe world, light rays carry abundant information of
our 3D environment. Unlike conventional images, which
record the 2D projection of the light rays by angularly
integrating the rays at each pixel, a light field describes
the distribution of light rays in free space. This allows to
capture richer information from our world. An early model
that describes the distribution of light rays was first defined
by Gershun [1] in 1936 and further completed by Adelson
and Bergen [2] in 1991. This model is known as the plenoptic
function, and describes light in a scene as a function of
position, angle, wavelength and time.
However, obtaining the full plenoptic function for a
scene is challenging, due to the high dimensionality of the
data. Alternatively, modern light fields [3] mainly focus
on the distribution of light rays as a function of position
and angle. With this lower dimensionality and the progress
in both hardware and software, today’s light field capture
devices are portable and commercially available [4], [5],
and can even be integrated in cell phones [6]. Moreover,
they have been integrated in microscopy [7], allowing rapid
scan-less volumetric photographs of biological specimens.
The widespread of light field cameras has allowed several
new applications, ranging from their initial purpose (pho-
torealistic image-based rendering [3]), to current computer
vision applications that make use of their rich encoded infor-
mation; these include 3D reconstruction, segmentation and
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matting, saliency detection, object detection and recognition,
tracking, and video stabilization.
Despite this large advance in the last 30 years, many
scientific challenges remain for researchers to address. From
an acquisition point of view, light field imaging requires
the ability to capture higher dimensional data as opposed
to simply recording a 2D projection in conventional pho-
tography (i.e., a light field camera should be designed to
capture the directional light distribution at each location
on the sensor). However, acquiring high-dimensional data
typically imposes a resolution trade-off between the di-
mensions. Moreover, processing and analysis techniques for
light fields are affected by their high dimensionality, which
increases the computational complexity and imposes more
challenging conditions on the design of algorithms. For
example, segmentation in conventional 2D images aims to
separate foreground and background within a single image,
whereas when performing segmentation in light fields the
photo-consistency must be kept.
This paper aims to provide an overview on the field of
light field imaging and processing, while simultaneously
revealing the challenges within. We first provide the theo-
retical description of light fields (Sec. 2). Then, we dive into
different light field processing areas, which can be roughly
divided in three modules (see Fig. 1): low-level hardware-
based acquisition, which focuses on the trade-offs needed to
effectively capture a light field (Sec. 3); mid-level processing,
including different techniques proposed to mitigate the
resolution trade-off (Sec. 4), depth estimation (Sec. 5), and
light field evaluation approaches and compression schemes
(Sec. 6); and high-level user interface or application-related
algorithms, including light field applications in vision and
graphics (Sec. 7), editing techniques (Sec. 8) and algorithms
for display (Sec. 9). We additionally provide an overview of
different databases and code publicly available for research
(Sec. 10).
The classification of light field research modules is not




























Fig. 1. Organizational framework of the paper.
unique, and we adopt the classification above based on
the following considerations. First, depth estimation is clas-
sified as a mid-level processing technique because depth
information is the most important intermediate result for
the deploy of editing and display algorithms,as well as
computer vision applications. Second, light field super-
resolution (or reconstruction) takes place after light field
acquisition, and is often iteratively optimized with depth
estimation; therefore, we classified it as a mid-level pro-
cessing technique as well. Third, light field compression
techniques are well related with light field super-resolution
(reconstruction) approaches, and are thus also classified as
middle-level processing techniques. Last, light field editing
and display are two visualization problems, which belong
to applications of computer graphics, while the applications
we described in the paper are mainly within the field of
computer vision.
Partially overlapping works can be found at an early
introductory-level overview [8], at a more conceptual and
theoretical approach [9], and in a broad survey on compu-
tational plenoptic imaging techniques [10]. The difference
in this overview is that we focus on the 4D light field as a
scene representation structure, and provide comprehensive
overviews and discussions of all the possible processing
techniques related with it, i.e., from the low-level hardware-
based acquisition, through mid-level data processing, and
all the way to the so-called high-level techniques related to
visualization or editing.
2 LIGHT FIELD THEORY
In this section, we present a brief overview of light field
theoretical principles. This includes the representation of a
light field as a multi-dimensional function, the basics of light
field visualization and rendering, and an analysis of light
field sampling in the Fourier domain.
2.1 Light Field Representation
The plenoptic function [2] is a multidimensional function
describing the set of light rays traveling in every direction
through every point in 3D space, from a geometric optics
perspective. To obtain such a function, one must measure
the light rays at every possible location (x, y, z), from every
possible angle (θ, φ), at every wavelength γ and at every
time t. The plenoptic function is then a 7D function denoted
as L(x, y, z, θ, φ, γ, t).
However, such high dimensional data is difficult to
record and handle in practice. Thus, the light field model
has been simplified twice for practical usage. In the first
simplification, the measured function is assumed to be
monochromatic and time-invariant. The wavelength γ of
each light ray is recorded independently in different color
channels. And the time sequence t can be recorded in
different frames for a dynamic light field (i.e., a light field
video). In this way, we can remove the wavelength γ and
time t dimensions from the plenoptic function, reducing the
model from seven to five dimensions.
The second simplification was made by Levoy and Han-
rahan [3] and Gortler et al. [11], who realized that the 5D
representation still contained some redundancy and could
be reduced to 4D by assuming that the light field was mea-
sured in free space. In such cases, light ray radiance remains
constant along a straight line, making one dimension re-
dundant in the 5D plenoptic function. The extra dimension
increases the complexity of measuring and reconstructing
the plenoptic function.
When parameterizing a 4D light field, there are three
key issues [3]: computational efficiency, control over the set
of rays, and uniform sampling of the light field space. Based
on these issues, the most common solution to the represen-
tation of a 4D light field is to parameterize the light rays by
the coordinates of their intersections with two planes placed
at arbitrary positions. The coordinate system is denoted by
(u, v) for the first plane and (s, t) for the second plane. An
oriented light ray defined in the system first intersects the
uv plane at coordinate (u, v) and then intersects the st plane
at coordinate (s, t), and is thus denoted by L(u, v, s, t) (the
schematic diagram will be presented in Sec. 2.3). Thus, the
plenoptic function describing a light field is reduced from
7 to 4 dimensions, and parameterized by four coordinates
(u, v, s, t).
2.2 Light Field Visualization
Although the function L(u, v, s, t) is a simplified light field
model, it is still hard to imagine this 4D representation. In
this subsection, we will visualize this 4D light field in two
different ways: integral light field structure, and 2D slices.
In the two-plane light field model L(u, v, s, t), we can
consider the st plane as a set of cameras with their focal
plane on the uv plane. Two different perspectives can be
taken to understand this model. First, that each camera
collects the light rays leaving the uv plane and arriving
at a point on the st plane (the collection of light rays
from a certain viewpoint). Thus the 4D light field can be
represented as a 2D array of images, such as the one shown
in Fig. 2(a). Each image recorded by the camera is called a
sub-aperture image, also known as a pinhole view. Second,
that a certain point on the uv plane represents the light
rays bound for all points on the st plane (the collection of
light rays from different viewpoints projected onto a certain
point, i.e., the same point as seen from different viewpoints,
see Fig. 2(b)). Because the number of samples in the st plane
depends on the number of viewpoints, while that in the
uv plane depends on the camera resolution, the s and t
dimensions are referred to as the angular dimensions and u
and v dimensions are referred to as the spatial dimensions.





















Fig. 2. Different ways of visualizing a light field. (a) A sub-aperture image
Is∗,t∗ (u, v) can be acquired by gathering the light field samples with
fixed st coordinates (s∗ and t∗). (b) A light field subview Iu∗,v∗ (s, t)
can be acquired by gathering the samples with fixed uv coordinates (u∗
and v∗). (c) The epipolar-plane image (EPI) is obtained by fixing the
coordinates in both a spatial and an angular dimension. For example,
the bottom EPI Ev∗,t∗ (u, s) is obtained by fixing v and t, and the right
EPI Eu∗,s∗ (v, t) is obtained by fixing u and s.
Specifically, for a 4D light field L(u, v, s, t), the 2D slice
Is∗,t∗(u, v) can be acquired by gathering the samples at
the fixed st coordinates s∗ and t∗. The slice Is∗,t∗(u, v)
(sub-aperture image) can be considered as a photograph
captured by a camera located at (s∗, t∗). The right part in
Fig. 2(a) visualizes a sample sub-aperture image. Similarly,
the slice Iu∗,v∗(s, t) is acquired by gathering the samples
at the fixed uv coordinates u∗ and v∗. The slice Iu∗,v∗(s, t)
(often referred to as the light field subview) is formed by
gathering, at each point, the rays from different viewpoints,
as visualized in Fig. 2(b) for three points (marked in yellow,
green and blue).
The 2D slices described above are acquired by gathering
either two spatial dimensions or two angular dimensions.






Fig. 3. Rendering a virtual view using the recorded light field. (a) For
a virtual view located at the blue dot that is closer to the object but
outside its convex hull (the dashed line around the center object), some
rays can be resampled in the existing views (e.g., the rays in the solid
lines can be resampled by the rays captured by the cameras that are
located at the red dots. However, some rays are captured by none of the
cameras, such as the rays in the dashed lines. (b) For a virtual ray, the
nearest 16 sampled rays are used to perform an interpolation (only four
are depicted in the figure for illustration purposes).
coordinate v and an angular coordinate t (or u and s),
one can produce a slice Ev∗,t∗(u, s) (or Eu∗,s∗(v, t)). The
resulting map is called the epipolar-plane image (EPI),
which is a well-known term from multi-view computer
vision [12]. Unlike a pinhole image or a light field subview,
the EPI contains information in both spatial and angular
dimensions. Consider a certain point on the Lambertian
surface of an observed object with depth Z ; when changing
the coordinate s, the coordinate uwill also change according
to ∆u = fZ ∆s (where f is the distance between the planes),
forming a line on the EPI. Points with different depths can
be visualized as lines with different slopes in the EPI, see
Fig. 2(c). Conversely, the slopes of lines in the EPI reflect the
depth of the scene captured by the light field. This particular
structure is widely exploited to infer scene geometry, as will
be introduced in Sec. 5.
2.3 Light Field Rendering
We now know that a 4D light field L(u, v, s, t) can be
considered as a set of views captured by cameras defined
by the two parallel planes, st and uv. In practice, the st
and uv space can also be spherical. Compared with planar
planes, spherical planes sample light rays more uniformly in
directional space and provide a fixed distance to the object.
Fig. 3 illustrates a light field sampling system with spherical
planes [13]. An object is located at the very center of a sphere
with cameras distributed on its surface. The cameras capture
a 4D light field of the object as long as the sphere is larger
than its convex hull.
With a sufficiently dense set of cameras, one can create
virtual renderings of the light field at any position of the
sphere surface—or even closer to the object—by resampling
and interpolating the light rays [3], rather than synthesizing
the view based on geometry information [14]. Fig. 3(a)
shows a virtual view (located at the blue dot) that is closer
to the object (the viridis shape) than the existing views.
Because the radiance of the rays remains constant in free
space, some of the light rays can be resampled from the
existing views. However, there are still light rays that none
of the cameras capture, and that must therefore be inferred
through interpolation (e.g., the rays shown by dashed lines












Fig. 4. (a) An EPI with a single line located slightly off the u-axis. (b)
The power spectrum of the EPI in (a). The slope of the power spectrum
with Ωu-axis is determined by the slope of the line with the u-axis in the
EPI. (c) Sampling the light field produces copies of the power spectrum
in the Fourier domain. Using the reconstruction filter shown by the blue
box will cause high frequency leakage from the neighboring copies of
the power spectrum, leading to aliasing in the form of ghosting. (d)
Using an alternative reconstruction filter (shown by the red box), we can
accurately reconstruct the original EPI in (a).
in Fig. 3(a)). To render such rays, first, their intersection
coordinates with the two planes are computed. Then, the
nearest 16 sampled rays are used to interpolate the virtual
ray. Fig. 3(b) depicts the two-plane representation of the
4D light field introduced in Sec. 2.1, in which four of the
sampled rays are applied for interpolation. The above idea
is called light field rendering [3].
In light field rendering, insufficient samples will cause
ghosting effects in the novel views. However, it is impracti-
cal to acquire too many samples of a light field. For example,
the synthetic hallway light field rendered by Levoy and
Hanrahan [3] uses four light slabs, each of which involves
64 × 32 images with a raw size of 1608 MB. Chai et al.
[15] and Lin et al. [16] investigated the minimum number
of samples needed for light field rendering and concluded
that the contributing pixels must at least touch each other
to render novel views without ghosting. In other words,
the maximum disparity between the neighboring views
must be less than 1 pixel, a value closely related to the
camera resolution and scene depth; the closer together the
contributing pixels are (i.e., the less disparity), the sharper
the interpolated point will be.
When the geometric information of the scene is known,
the required number of samples can be greatly reduced,
and even an irregularly sampled light field is appropriate
for novel view rendering. Buehler et al. [17] presented a
generalized model that combines light field rendering and
depth image-based rendering using irregularly sampled
images (i.e., unstructured input). To render a novel view,
the input views were combined using a “camera blending
field”, that was related to the angular difference, estimates
of undersampling, and the field of view (FOV).
2.4 Fourier Analysis
In this subsection, we focus on the analysis of light field
sampling in the Fourier domain. Consider an EPI with a
single line located slightly off the u-axis as shown in Fig.


















Fig. 5. (a) An EPI with three intersecting lines. (b) The power spectrum
of the EPI in (a). (c) In the power spectrum of the sparsely sampled light
field, the neighboring copies are overlap in the high frequency portion.
Using the shear reconstruction filter shown by the box with dashed lines
will still cause high frequency leakage. (d) The high frequency portion
is filtered properly, producing the reconstruction filter shown by the box
in the solid line. The filtered power spectrum is shown in (e), and the
reconstructed EPI is shown in (f).
where the intersection angle with the Ωu-axis is determined
by the slope of the line in the EPI. Sampling the light
field produces copies of the spectrum shown in Fig. 4(c).
For a light field with sufficiently dense sampling in the
angular dimensions, there will be no overlap between the
copies along the Ωs axis in the Fourier domain. Using the
reconstruction filter shown by the blue box in Fig. 4(c) will
cause high frequency leakage from the neighboring copies
of the power spectrum, producing ghosting effects in the
reconstructed views [36]. An alternative is to use a shear
reconstruction filter (shown by the red box in Fig. 4(d)).
In this way, the EPI shown in Fig. 4(a) can be accurately
reconstructed.
However, issues in practical cases are usually more
complicated. Fig. 5(a) shows an EPI containing three lines
with different slopes intersecting each other. The resulting
power spectrum of the sparsely sampled light field is shown
in Fig. 5(c), where the neighboring copies overlap in the
high frequency spectrum. Using the shear reconstruction
filter shown by the box with dashed lines in Fig. 5(c) will
still cause high frequency leakage from other copies of the
power spectrum, producing ghosting effects. To reconstruct
the light field without those ghosting effects, the high fre-
quencies should be filtered properly (shown in Fig. 5(d)),
producing a band-limited reconstructed light field [37]. The
resulting power spectrum after filtering (shown in Fig. 5(e))
is close to the one before the sparse sampling. The recon-
structed EPI shown in Fig. 5(f) is slightly blurrier than the
original EPI due to the high frequency loss.
In addition, Fourier analysis of light fields has been
extensively used in light transport [38], [39] and wave
optics [40], [41], [42]. Ren [43] derived a 4D “Fourier slice
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Category Approach Year Implementation Resolution Capture speed Notes
Multi-sensor
Yang et al. [18] 2002 8 × 8 camera array 320 × 240 × 8 × 8 15-20fps -
Zhang and Chen [19] 2004 6 × 8 camera array 320 × 240 × 6 × 8 15-20fps -
Wilburn et al. [20] 2005 10 × 10 camera array 640 × 480 × 10 × 10 30fps -
ProFusion 25 [21] - 5 × 5 camera array 640 × 480 × 5 × 5 25fps Portable device
PiCam [22] 2013 4 × 4 camera array 1000 × 750 × 4 × 4 - Integrated unit
Lin et al. [23] 2015 5 × 5 camera array 1024 × 768 × 5 × 5 30fps Microscopy
Time-Sequential
Light field gantry [24] 2002 Gantry 1300 × 1030 × 62 × 56 5h/slab -
Kim et al. [25] 2013 Linear stage 5616 × 3744 × 100 - 3D light field
Liang et al. [26] 2008 Programmable aperture 3039 × 2014 × 5 × 5 above 0.5s -
Taguchi et al. [27] 2010 Mirror ball - - Axial light field
Multiplexed
Ng et al. [28] 2005 Microlens array 292 × 292 × 14 × 14 16ms Portable device
(spatial)
Lanman et al. [29] 2006 Spherical mirror array - - -
Georgiev et al. [30] 2006 Lens-prism pairs 700 × 700 × 4 × 5 - -
Manakov et al. [31] 2013 Camera add-on 1800 × 1200 × 3 × 3 -
Lytro Illum [4] 2014 Microlens array 625 × 434 × 15 × 15 3fps Portable device
Levoy et al. [7] 2006 Microlens array 120 × 120 × 17 × 17 1/15s Microscopy
Multiplexed
Veeraraghavan et al. [32] 2007 Attenuation mask 228 × 181 × 9 × 9 - -
(frequency)
Marwah et al. [33] 2013 Attenuation mask 480 × 270 × 5 × 5 - Learning-based
Antipa et al. [34] 2016 Diffuser plate 170 × 170 × 11 × 11 - -
TABLE 1
A summary of typical light field acquisition approaches. Note that for multi-sensor and time-sequential capture, the spatial resolution refers to the
sensor resolution; and for multiplexed imaging, the spatial resolution refers to the resolution of a sub-aperture image after being extracted by the
corresponding algorithm described in each reference. The spatial resolution for the Lytro Illum [4] refers to that of a sub-aperture image extracted
with the Light Field Matlab Toolbox [35].
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 6. Devices for multi-sensor capture. (a) A camera array system
composed of 8 × 12 video cameras developed by Wilburn et al. [20].
(b) The Picam developed by Venkataraman et al. [22] was an ultra-thin
monolithic 4× 4 camera array that could be integrated into a cell phone.
(c) Lin et al. [23] used a 5 × 5 camera array system to capture the light
field of microscopic objects.
photography theorem”, and indicated that a photograph
formed with a full lens aperture is a 2D slice in the 4D light
field. This mathematical theory was applied to analyze the
performance of digital refocusing, and further used to yield
a Fourier-domain approach for digital refocusing using light
fields. Zhang and Levoy [41] indicated that the light field is
equivalent to a smoothed Wigner distribution, which ap-
proaches the Wigner distribution under a geometric optics
approximation. They further explored the correspondence
between Fourier slice photography and wavefront coding
using the Wigner distribution and light fields.
3 LIGHT FIELD ACQUISITION
This section focuses on existing devices or methods for
light field acquisition. A conventional camera captures a 2D
projection of a light field on its sensor plane by integrating
the light rays that hit each pixel from every direction. In
contrast, the devices or methods for light field acquisition
measure the distribution of light rays in a directionally-
resolved manner, avoiding angular integration.
However, sensors can only measure the information
from two dimensions (usually two spatial dimensions) of
a scene at a single moment. To acquire a 4D light field,
we need to capture multiple samples along the angular di-
mensions. Existing light field acquisition approaches can be
divided into three fundamental categories [8], [9], [10], [44]:
multi-sensor capture, time-sequential capture and multi-
plexed imaging. In the following, we will provide a detailed
review of the existing light field acquisition approaches
according to those three categories.
3.1 Multi-Sensor Capture
The multi-sensor capture approach requires an array of
image sensors distributed on a planar or spherical surface
to simultaneously capture light field samples from different
viewpoints [3]. The spatial dimensions (u and v) of the
light field are determined by the sensors, while the angular
dimensions (s and t) are determined by the number of
cameras and their distribution. Therefore, the 4D light field
is recorded by the combination of the captured images.
In 2002, Yang et al. [18] described a design using an
array of 8×8 video cameras for dynamic light field capture.
To overcome data bandwidth problems, they employed a
distributed rendering algorithm. In the same year, Wilburn
et al. [45] applied 6 CMOS image sensors to record a
synchronized video dataset. Each camera had a processing
board that implemented MPEG2 compression to achieve
a scalable capture. They further expanded the system to
125 video cameras and used it to capture multi-thousand
frame-per-second (fps) videos [20], [46] (one configuration
of this system is shown in Fig. 6(a)). Zhang and Chen [19]
presented a system consisting of 6 × 8 cameras able to
render novel views and reconfigure the camera positions to
achieve better rendering quality. Chan et al. [47] used a 1×8
array of video cameras to capture and render a dynamic
image-based representation called “plenoptic video”. The
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 7. Devices for time-sequential capture. (a) A motorized linear stage
for mounting a single camera to capture 4D light fields by Unger et al.
[49]. (b) The axial light field proposed by Taguchi et al. [27], consisting of
a mirror ball and a single camera. The light field was captured by moving
the camera along the mirror’s axis of rotation. (c) A programmable
aperture presented by Liang et al. [26] was applied to capture light fields
through multiple exposures.
system was able to stream plenoptic video (256×256 spatial
resolution) at 15 fps over the network. Liu et al. [48] also
developed an 8 × 8 dynamic light field streaming system
over broadband network.
Typical camera array systems are bulky and expensive
and are thus unsuitable for most commercial uses. The Pro-
Fusion 25 [21], manufactured by ViewPLUS Inc., includes an
array of 5×5 VGA cameras packaged inside a small box and
is able to capture light field video at 25fps. Venkataraman
et al. [22] presented an ultra-thin monolithic camera array,
which they called PiCam (Pelican Imaging Camera-Array,
Fig. 6(b)). The PiCam is a 4×4 camera array; each camera is
able to capture 1000×750 pixels. The entire device is smaller
than a coin, and can be integrated into a cell phone [6].
Moving to smaller scene scales, Lin et al. [23] presented a
camera array-based light field microscopy setup to measure
the distribution of light passing through a specimen volume.
The system, shown in Fig 6(c), comprised a 5×5 sensor array
operating at a resolution of 1024 × 768 at 30fps.
The multi-sensor capture approach is able to capture a
light field instantaneously, and is thus competent to record
a light field sequence. Early multi-sensor systems were
inevitably bulky and expensive due to large amounts of
video cameras. However, we can see the potential of this
light field acquisition method through the recent cheaper
and more portable designs.
3.2 Time-Sequential Capture
In contrast with the multi-sensor approach, a time-
sequential capture approach uses a single image sensor to
capture multiple samples of the light field through multiple
exposures. The typical approach uses a sensor mounted on
a mechanical gantry to measure the light field at different
positions [3], [11].
Two gantry systems were presented by the Computer
Graphics Laboratory at Stanford University [24]: one was a
computer-controlled gantry with four degrees of freedom,
translation in X and Y, nod and shake; another was a
Lego Mindstorms gantry in which the motors have rotatory
controllers enabling the camera to move along accurate and
well-defined paths. Unger et al. [49] used a single camera
mounted on a motorized linear stage with two degrees of
freedom, translation in X and Y, to capture light fields. Fig.
7(a) shows the system by Unger et al. [49]. A similar design
with only one degree of freedom was presented by Kim et
al. [25]. The system was applied to capture 3D outdoor light
fields with high angular resolution. To acquire a light field
with large FOV, Dansereau et al. [50] presented a compact
optical design combining a monocentric lens with microlens
arrays (which will be introduced in the following section).
The system was mounted on a mechanical arm that can be
rotated around a fixed axis to enable large FOV capture.
The approaches above capture images at different view-
points by moving the image sensor, which requires high-
precision control and is time consuming. Fortunately, some
fast time-sequential capture approaches have also been in-
troduced. Ihrke et al. [51] proposed using a planar mirror
and a high dynamic range video camera to record light
fields. The moving mirror produces different viewpoints to
be captured by the camera. Taguchi et al. [27] proposed a
system consisting of a mirror ball and a single camera, as
shown in Fig. 7(b). The light field, which they called “axial
light field”, was captured by moving the camera along the
mirror’s axis of rotation.
Rather than applying a reflective surface, Liang et al.
[26] presented a programmable aperture for light field ac-
quisition, shown in Fig. 7(c). The aperture patterns were
encoded into an opaque slit of paper or a liquid crystal
array, allowing the camera to capture the light rays from
certain angles. By synchronizing the aperture patterns with
the camera exposures, the light field can be acquired at full
sensor resolution. The entire capturing procedure required
25 patterns for a light field with 5×5 angular resolution, and
required 10 to 20ms for each exposure. The spatial resolution
of each image was 3039 × 2014, but was downsampled to
640 × 426 to achieve high computational efficiency.
Compared with multi-sensor systems, time-sequential
capture systems require only a single sensor, which re-
duces the cost of the entire system. In addition, time-
sequential capture systems are able to capture light fields
at dense angular resolutions, which multi-sensor systems
cannot do because of the high associated cost. However, the
capture process in time-sequential systems is always time-
consuming; thus, they are appropriate only for static scenes.
3.3 Multiplexed Imaging
The last approach aims to encode the 4D light field into a 2D
sensor plane, by multiplexing the angular domain into the
spatial (or frequency) domain. It allows dynamic light field
capture with a single image sensor, but imposes a trade-
off between the spatial and angular resolutions (i.e., one
can obtain densely sampled images in the spatial domain
with sparse samples in the angular domain, and viceversa).
Multiplexed imaging can be further divided into spatial
multiplexing and frequency multiplexing.
3.3.1 Spatial Multiplexing
In spatial multiplexing, an interlaced array of elemental
images representing samples from different 2D slices of
the light field are captured by the sensor. Most spatial
multiplexing approaches are implemented using an array
of microlenses or a lenslet array mounted on the image
sensor. Interestingly, this is one of the first approaches for
light field imaging: in 1908, Lippmann used this approach
in the development of his “integral photography” [52].
In 1992, Adelson and Wang [53] described a novel cam-
era for “single lens stereo” that incorporates a main lens
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 8. Devices for multiplexed imaging. (a) Lytro Illum [4], a “plenoptic
camera 1.0” that is currently commercially available. It uses a lenslet
array to interlace the images of different views on a single sensor. (b) An
integral camera that uses a 4 × 5 array of lenses and prisms to capture
a low angular resolution light field developed by Georgiev et al. [30]. The
angular resolution can be upsampled by view interpolation techniques.
(c) Marwah et al. [33] described an attenuation mask-based scheme for
frequency multiplexing capture. Different samples in the light field were
encoded into different frequency bands.
and a lenticular array placed before the sensor. The device
could capture a 5 × 5 angular resolution light field with
100 × 100 pixels in each image. Ng et al. [28] presented a
hand-held light field camera by inserting a 296×296 lenslet
array between the sensor and main lens. This device looked
and operated like a conventional camera and could capture
14 × 14 angular resolution light fields.
The spatial multiplexing devices described above belong
to the type referred to as “plenoptic camera 1.0”; in it, each
microlens captures one position in the scene. Two com-
mercially available cameras that fall under the “plenoptic
camera 1.0” category are those by Raytrix [5] and Lytro
[4]. They are designed for industrial and consumer use,
respectively; Fig. 8(a) shows the commercially available
“Lytro Illum”. Wei et al. [54] proposed a novel design that
introduced sample irregularities and lens aberrations into a
light field camera to improve its quality and usability. Each
microlens in a “plenoptic camera 1.0” captures the angular
distribution of the radiance. By gathering pixels in the same
coordinate of each subview, we can obtain an image located
at a certain viewpoint. An alternative version uses multiple
microlenses to capture the same position in a scene, referred
to as “plenoptic camera 2.0”, and the angular information is
spread across each microlens [55].
Instead of using a lenslet array, filters and mirror arrays
are also employed in some light field capture approaches.
Horstmeyer et al. [56] used multiple filters placed in the
pupil plane of the main lens and a pinhole array on the
sensor plane to capture light fields. The filters could be
exchanged and reconfigured, providing a high degree of
flexibility. Similarly, Manakov et al. [31] developed a single
reconfigurable add-on that enables plenoptic imaging with
standard cameras including multi-spectral, high dynamic
range and light field imaging. Similar to the “axial light
field” described in Sec. 3.2 that captured a light field re-
flected by a spherical mirror, Unger et al. [49] and Lanman
et al. [29] presented an array of spherical mirrors to capture
light fields. A slight difference is that their designs used
multiple mirrors and thus turned the time-sequential cap-
turing into spatial multiplexing.
In addition to measuring macroscopic objects or scenes,
spatial multiplexing has also been applied to capture spec-
imens at micro-scales [7], [57], [58], [59]. Levoy et al. [7],
[57] inserted a microlens array into the optical path of a
conventional microscope to record light fields of biological
specimens on a single sensor plane. Compared with light
field microscopy systems based on camera arrays [23] dis-
cussed in Sec. 3.1, Levoy’s system captures light fields with
high angular resolution (17 × 17), but at reduced spatial
resolution. Debise and Ihrke [60] developed a light field
microscope using a consumer light field camera, Lytro,
and an optical matching system, and achieved a maximum
spatial resolution of about 6.25µm.
Spatial multiplexing has been the most extensively used
approach to capture light fields. It enables capturing a light
field in a single image with a single exposure. However,
there is a problem inherent to spatial multiplexing ap-
proaches, and that is the trade-off between angular and spa-
tial resolution at the image sensor. To handle this problem,
Georgiev et al. [30] sacrificed angular resolution for higher
spatial resolution in light fields. They presented a 4×5 array
of lenses and prisms cut into squares placed in front of a
conventional camera (shown in Fig. 8(b)) to capture a low
angular resolution light field. Then, interpolation techniques
were applied to synthesize a dense angular resolution light
field. Many researchers have focused on super-resolving a
light field in the spatial and/or angular domain; please refer
to Sec. 4 for more details on super-resolution.
3.3.2 Frequency Multiplexing
Unlike the spatial multiplexing approach, which interlaces
the 2D light field slices on the sensor plane, the frequency
multiplexing approach encodes different 2D slices of the
light field into different frequency bands. Typically, fre-
quency multiplexing approaches use a modulation mask to
achieve a certain property in the Fourier domain [44].
Veeraraghavan et al. [32] described a theoretical frame-
work for 4D light field acquisition using an attenuation
mask in the optical path of a conventional image sensor;
they termed the approach “Dappled Photography”. Rather
than blending the light rays, the patterned mask attenuated
and encoded them on the image sensor. The Fourier trans-
formed image is rearranged into 4D planes and then an
inverse Fourier transform is applied to restore the light field.
As indicated by Lanman et al. [61], the patterned masks are
equivalent to a truncated Fourier series approximation of a
pinhole array for high angular sampling rates. Ashok and
Neifeld [62] further described two separate architectures
for light field imaging allowing compressive light field
imaging in either the angular or spatial dimensions. In their
designs, an amplitude mask was employed behind the main
lens for angular compressive light field imaging; and an
amplitude mask was placed over each microlens, for spatial
compressive light field imaging. Antipa et al. [34] encoded
multiplexed spatial and angular information using a dif-
fuser plate. Compared with an attenuation mask, the dif-
fuser plate allows higher light throughput, and provides an
inexpensive and flexible means for frequency multiplexing.
Pégard et al. [63] applied the compressive light field imaging
technique to capture specimens at microscopic scales, while
Cohen et al. [64] applied a wavefront coding technique
that produces a more uniform distribution across depth to
enhance the performance of the light field microscope.
Taking advantage of learning techniques, Marwah et al.
[33] described an attenuation mask-based scheme and used
an over-complete dictionary to reconstruct the light field
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from its coded 2D projection (shown in Fig. 8(c)). Wang et
al. [65] further improved the quality of reconstructed light
fields using a random convolution CMOS sensor, which is
able to maintain more information by means of correlation.
Although frequency and spatial multiplexing are two
different multiplexed imaging approaches, they actually
have a close relationship in terms of their multiplexed
patterns. Ihrke et al. [44] indicated that patterns derived for
Fourier space can be reconstructed by spatial interpolation,
and spatial patterns can also be reconstructed with a Fourier
space algorithm. In addition, Fourier reconstruction for fre-
quency multiplexing is equivalent to spatial reconstruction
with a sinc filter kernel, and the resulting ringing artifacts
can be significantly removed by a spatial filter, such as cubic
interpolation or an edge-preserving filter.
3.4 Discussion
We have introduced various light field acquisition ap-
proaches in this section, and Table 1 provides a summary
of some of the typical ones. As we can see in the table,
most multi-sensor approaches are able to capture light field
video but require a large number of cameras. Meanwhile,
time-sequential approaches use a single camera, and are
able to capture high spatial and angular resolution light
fields, but its time-consuming capturing procedure makes
them impractical for dynamic scenes. Multiplexed imaging
enables the capability of high-speed light field capture with
a single camera, but leading to the problem of a resolution
trade-off in the spatial and angular dimensions. Current
light field acquisition devices at the commercial level use
spatial multiplexed imaging. However, due to the large
volume of data that needs to be recorded, it is hard to
meet the capture speed needed for light field video capture;
for instance, Lytro Illum [4] can only record light field
video at 3fps. For frequency multiplexing, the modulation
mask will inevitably lose luminous flux, leading to longer
exposure times for each frame. It is worth mentioning that,
as sensors get smaller and cheaper, multiple sensors can be
assembled into a portable box (e.g., ProFusion 25 [21]), or
even integrated onto a small monolithic camera array (e.g.,
PiCam [22]). Each sensor is able to record video at a high
frame rate (e.g., ProFusion 25 [21] can record light field
video at 25fps). With this trend, light field cameras could
find its way into mobile devices, such as mobile phones and
tablet computers, in a near future.
4 LIGHT FIELD SUPER-RESOLUTION
Due to their portability and low cost, plenoptic cameras
have sparked renewed interest in light field imaging [4],
[5]. However, limited by the sensor resolution and the
processing speed, it is still very challenging to capture a high
spatio-angular resolution light field and high frame-rate
light field video. Moreover, the spectral range and resolution
of current plenoptic cameras is in most cases restricted to
that of three (RGB) channels.
To mitigate these problems on the basis of existing
hardware, many researchers have focused on light field
super-resolution in different dimensions. In this section, we











Fig. 9. Principle of light field super-resolution in the spatial dimensions.
(a) Each pixel in an EPI is assigned a disparity label (indicated by the
arrows) with subpixel accuracy. (b) The intensity values in other views
are propagated to the target view. Due to the non-integral shifts between
two corresponding pixels (the slope of the dashed lines in the figure),
some pixels propagate to positions between the neighboring pixels (the
pixels in the hatched-boxes), resulting in a super-resolved view.
the spatial and angular dimensions, which have received the
most attention. We will nevertheless, although more briefly,
also look into approaches for super-resolving the spectral
and temporal dimensions.
4.1 Spatial Super-resolution
The light field captured by the Lytro Illum [4] is 7728×5368
pixels—higher than most current DLSR cameras; however,
the resolution of a single sub-aperture image extracted
by Light Field Matlab Toolbox [35] is only 625 × 434.
A straightforward way to super-resolve the light field in
the spatial dimensions is to employ single-image super-
resolution techniques to upsample each of the views in the
light field. However, this type of method treats each image
in the light field as an individual entity, which of course
results in underuse of the full potential of the information
in the light field. As indicated in [55], [75], the true spatial
resolution of a sub-aperture image is not limited by lenslet
resolution, i.e., one can extract a sub-aperture image by
taking advantage of the properties of a light field. In a 4D
light field captured by plenoptic cameras, each image is a 2D
sample from a viewpoint with only a slight difference with
respect to its neighboring views, leading to non-integral
shifts between two corresponding pixels in the images. By
taking advantage of these non-integral shifts, pixels in the
neighboring views can be propagated to the target view [55]
(see Fig. 9).
Following the general principle described above, typical
spatial super-resolution methods first estimate the depth of
the scene to infer those non-integral shifts, and then super-
resolve the images using various optimization frameworks.
Depth estimation will be discussed in Sec. 5. For the in-
ference of non-integral shifts, Chan et al. [76] presented
a mathematical model to simulate the super-resolution of
light fields. By explicitly introducing Lambertian reflectance
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Approach Main feature Domain
Evaluation (PSNR)
Synthetic data Real-world data
Buddha Mona Still life Maria Couple Tarot
Wanner et al. [66] Variational optimization Spatial (2×) 34.50 - 24.93 35.18 25.54 26.66
PaSR [67] Hybrid input, patch-based Spatial (8×) - - 25.11 34.30 27.38 30.77
iPADS [68] Hybrid input, patch- and depth-based Spatial (8×) - - 26.45 36.10 28.65 31.63
Wanner et al. [66] Variational optimization Angular (using 8 views) 42.84 - 30.13 40.06 26.55 28.71
Pujades et al. [69] Robust to depth Angular (using 8 views) 42.37 - 30.45 40.10 28.50 28.88
DAPS [70] Phase-based, micro-baseline Angular (1 × 2 to 9 × 9) 44.71 - 34.81 40.81 32.07 -
Wu et al. [71] Learning-based Angular (4×) 43.20 44.37 - - - -
LFCNN [72] Learning-based Spatio-angular (2×) 36.86 37.56 - - - -
Wang et al. [73] Learning-based Temporal (10×) - - - - - -
TABLE 2
Comparison of light field super-resolution approaches. The evaluation provides numerical results of super-resolved light fields using the listed
implementations. For angular super-resolution approaches by Wanner et al. [66] and Pujades et al. [69], 8 views were used to synthesize each
novel view. The datasets Buddha, Mona, Still life, Maria and Couple are from the HCI light field dataset [74], and Tarot is from the (New) Stanford
light field archive [24].
priors in the image formation model, Bishop et al. [77]
formulated the reconstruction of the light field in a Bayesian
framework, allowing more information to be recovered in
the super-resolved light field. Mitra and Veeraraghavan
[78] proposed a patch-based approach using a Gaussian
mixture model (GMM). They used a fast subspace projection
technique to generate a disparity map and then modeled the
light field patch as Gaussian random variables conditioned
on its disparity value. Wanner et al. [66] used a structure
tensor method to compute a continuous depth map on the
EPI, then applied a variational optimization framework to
super-resolve the images based on the depth map.
In contrast with the approaches above, which use the
inherent information acquired by the plenoptic cameras,
Boominathan et al. [67] proposed a hybrid light field imag-
ing system that uses a single high resolution image captured
by a DSLR camera to super-resolve the low resolution
images in the light field. They extracted patches from the
high resolution image with the lowest matching cost to
those in the low resolution light field, and then blended the
high resolution patches using a weighted average. Based on
this approach, Wang et al. [68] applied an additional depth-
based view synthesis method to warp the high resolution
image to the position of each low resolution image, and
built an iterative refinement pipeline to improve the warped
images. Compared with the early work by Boominathan et
al. [67], higher frequency information can be reconstructed
in the low resolution images.
Taking advantage of convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), Yoon et al. [72] presented a CNN-based approach
to perform spatial super-resolution without depth estima-
tion. Farrugia et al. [79] trained linear projections between
subspaces of reduced dimension in which patch-volumes
extracted from the light field reside.
4.2 Angular Super-resolution
Many studies have focused on angular super-resolution
using a small set of views with high spatial resolution. These
views can be modeled as a reconstruction of the plenoptic
function using limited samples. The existing angular super-
resolution approaches can be divided into two categories:




Warped views Blended view
Input depth map
Fig. 10. Typical pipeline of depth image-based view synthesis. (a) Using
the input depth map to warp the input images to novel views. In the
novel, warped views, the red pixels are blank areas, also called “holes”,
caused by the warping operation. (b) Blending the warped views into a
single image. The dataset in this figure is the Horses scene from the
HCI database [74].
4.2.1 Depth Image-Based View Synthesis
Depth image-based view synthesis approaches typically
first estimate the depth information and then warp the
existing images to the novel view based on the estimated
depth. The warped views are blended in a specific way. Fig.
10 illustrates this process.
Georgiev et al. [30] employed a segmentation-based op-
tical flow method to compute the flow between an image
and two neighboring views. Then, the novel view was gen-
erated by weighting the three warped views. Pearson et al.
[80] introduced a depth layer-based method for synthesizing
an arbitrary novel view. They assigned each pixel to a partic-
ular layer and then warped the pixels using a probabilistic
interpolation approach. Wanner et al. [66], [81] formulated
the view synthesis problem as an energy minimization one.
Chaurasia et al. [82] presented a novel warping scheme
using a superpixel technique, and then blended the warped
views with weights specified by camera orientation and
the reliability of depth information. Pujades and Devernay
[69] proposed a view synthesis approach by optimizing
a novel cost function with a Bayesian formulation that is
robust to errors in the estimated depth. Zhang et al. [70]
presented a phase-based approach using a micro-baseline
stereo pair. They also introduced a disparity-assisted phase-
based synthesis strategy to integrate the disparity (depth)
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Synthesized view Close-upOutput EPIInput EPI
Fig. 11. Angular super-resolution on the Stanford microscope light field
data Neurons 20× [7] using 3 × 3 input views (output is 7 × 7 views).
The angular super-resolution approach was proposed by Wu et al. [71],
and models the reconstruction as a CNN-based angular restoration of
the EPI (see the input EPI and the output EPI in the figure). The views
in the blue boxes show the close-up version of a synthesized view (top)
and corresponding ground truth view (bottom).
information into the phase term when warping the input
image to the novel view. Zhang et al. [83] proposed a layered
patch-based synthesis method for multiple applications.
Typical depth-based view synthesis approaches rely
heavily on the estimated depth, which is sensitive to tex-
tureless and occluded regions. In addition, they often focus
on the quality of depth estimation rather than the quality
of the synthetic views. In recent years, some studies based
on CNNs aimed at maximizing the quality of the synthetic
views have been presented. Flynn et al. [84] proposed a deep
learning method to synthesize novel views using a sequence
of images with wide baselines. Kalantari et al. [85] used
two sequential CNNs to simultaneously estimate depth and
color by minimizing the error between the synthetic views
and ground truth images.
4.2.2 Light Field Reconstruction without Depth
Depth image-based view synthesis approaches involve
depth estimation, which tends to fail in occluded regions,
as well as in glossy or specular ones. An alternative ap-
proach is based on sampling and consecutive reconstruction
of the plenoptic function. For a light field that meets the
requirement of minimum sampling described in Sec. 2.3,
novel views can be produced using light field rendering
techniques [3].
For sparsely sampled light fields, direct interpolation
will cause ghosting effects in the rendered views. To mit-
igate this effect, some studies have investigated light field
reconstruction in the Fourier domain. Levin and Durand
[86] proposed a linear view synthesis approach using a
dimensionality gap prior to synthesize novel views from
a set of images sampled with a circular pattern. Shi et al.
[87] considered light field reconstruction as an sparsity opti-
mization in the continuous Fourier domain. They sampled a
small number of 1D viewpoint trajectories formed by a box
and 2 diagonals to recover the full light field. Didyk et al.
[88] used the phase information from a complex steerable
pyramid decomposition to synthesize novel views with a
small parallax. However, those reconstruction approaches
always require the light field to be sampled in specific
patterns, which imposes a restriction for practical usage.
Instead, Vagharshakyan et al. [89], [90] considered angular
super-resolution as an inpainting problem on the EPI, and
used an adapted discrete shearlet transform to super-resolve
the angular resolution of a light field.
Also, some learning-based methods have been presented
for depth-free angular super-resolution. Yoon et al. [72]
proposed a CNN-based approach that used two neighbor-
ing views in the vertical (horizontal) angular dimension to
generate the middle view. However, they underused the
potential of the entire angular information, and could only
achieve a fixed super-resolution rate. Instead, Wu et al.
[71] took advantage of the clear texture structure of the
EPI and modeled the angular super-resolution as a CNN-
based angular restoration of the EPI. Before feeding the EPI
to the network, the spatial low-frequency component was
extracted to avoid aliasing effects in the angular dimension
of the EPI. Fig. 11 shows an angularly super-resolved result
on a microscope light field [7]. In this case, a light field of
3 × 3 views was input to the network, resulting in a 7 × 7
views super-resolved light field.
4.3 Temporal Super-resolution
Due to the high dimensional data in a light field, current
commercial light field cameras usually fail to capture light
field video with a satisfactory frame rate. For example, Lytro
Illum [4] captures a light field containing 7728×5368 pixels
in a single shot, and can only achieve 3fps in the continuous
shooting mode. Most researchers have focused on video
frame interpolation [91], [92]. But the problem becomes
much more challenging when it comes to a light field video
for the following reasons: First, the frame rate of a light field
video can be extremely low; second, 4D light fields rather
than 2D images need to be considered.
To super-resolve the temporal dimension of a light field,
a hybrid imaging system composed of a plenoptic camera
(Lytro Illum [4]) and a DSLR camera was developed by
Wang et al. [73]. In this system, the plenoptic camera cap-
tured a light field sequence at 3fps and the DSLR camera
captured the corresponding 2D video at 30fps. Then, a
learning-based approach was designed to propagate the
sequences containing a light field to the sequences con-
taining only 2D images, and finally output a light field
video at 30fps. Specifically, a spatio-temporal CNN and an
appearance CNN were designed, where the former was
trained to warp the input images from the 2D video and
the light field images to the target angular view, and the
latter was trained to combine the warped images into the
final image.
4.4 Spectral Reconstruction
Rather than directly capturing a hyperspectral light field,
which would sacrifice the resolution of other dimensions,
practical approaches split the task into 4D light field imag-
ing and hyperspectral imaging [93], [94], [95], and then
reconstruct the 5D light field in specific ways.
Wu et al. [93] presented a hyperspectral light field micro-
scope that contains a 5×5 camera array, where each camera
was mounted with a color filter (25 filters in total) to capture
the scene at a certain spectral band. A 4D deconvolution
algorithm is applied to reconstruct the hyperspectral light
field from the spatial-spectral coupled sampling. Instead
of using a camera array and taking advantage of a hybrid
imaging approach, Xiong et al. [94] developed a hyperspec-
tral light field imaging system using a plenoptic camera and
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a coded aperture snapshot spectral imager (CASSI). In this
system, the incident light was divided by a beam splitter
and then captured by the plenoptic camera and CASSI,
where the plenoptic camera recorded a 4D light field and
RGB spectral information, and the CASSI encoded a 2D
image with 27 spectral bands. To reconstruct the final hyper-
spectral light field, self-learned dictionaries were trained to
exploit the large correlations across the angular and spectral
dimensions.
4.5 Discussion
Resolution trade-offs being an intrinsic problem of light field
acquisition, researchers have devoted great attention to light
field super-resolution. Table 2 lists numerical evaluation
(PSNR) of some representative light field super-resolution
approaches. From these numerical results and the discussed
techniques, we can draw the following conclusions:
• Light field super-resolution can greatly benefit from
hybrid imaging systems; these have several merits,
such as much smaller data size and compressibility.
Typical approaches, such as PaSR [67] and iPADS
[68], have an extremely large super-resolution rate.
• Approaches based on learning techniques (e.g.,
CNNs, or sparse coding) can achieve better perfor-
mance, especially when taking advantage of proper-
ties of light fields structure, such as the EPI structure.
Among numerous super-resolution techniques, the
learning-based approaches, e.g., Wu et al. [71] and
Kalantari et al. [85], currently constitute the state of
the art.
• Super-resolution of non-Lambertian regions can be
a great challenge, especially for a microscopy light
field, where the depth information is difficult to
obtain.
5 LIGHT FIELD DEPTH ESTIMATION
In this section, we present techniques devoted to depth
map estimation from light field data. The four-dimensional
light field representation essentially contains multiple views
of the scene, making depth map estimation possible. In
comparison to stereo vision-based methods, light field-
based methods do not require camera calibration, making it
convenient for data acquisition in real-world scenes. More-
over, the peculiar structure of the light field expands the
disparity space to a continuous space [66], making depth
estimation more robust and precise. However, processing
this high dimensional data requires large computing times
and resources, which is still a barrier for real-time depth
estimation from light fields.
Typical light field depth estimation approaches first es-
timate an initial depth map in specific ways, then global
optimization frameworks or local smoothing approaches are
used to refine the depth map. Fig. 12 demonstrates this
process. In this section, we will investigate light field depth
estimation following this scheme.
5.1 Initial Depth Estimation
The baseline between adjacent views in a light field is nar-
row, which makes it difficult to recover disparity from two
(a) Light field (b) Ground Truth
(c) Initial Depth Map (d) Final Depth Map
Fig. 12. Typical depth estimation pipeline using light field data. (a) Input
light field. (b) The ground truth used for comparison with the final result.
(c) Initial estimated depth map (please refer to Sec. 5.1), which contains
outliers due to noise, occlusions and inherent matching uncertainty
caused by textureless regions. (d) Final depth map after depth refine-
ment (please refer to Sec. 5.2). The depth map is refined by means of
a MRF framework (see the discretization effect in the background). The
scene in this figure is monasRoom from the HCI database [74].
views using traditional stereo matching methods. Therefore,
instead of using stereo matching methods, constraints and
cues which take advantage of all the views together are
used to estimate the depth map from a light field image.
Existing initial depth estimation approaches can be divided
into three categories: sub-aperture image matching-based
methods, EPI-based methods and learning-based methods.
5.1.1 Sub-Aperture Image Matching-based Methods
As described in Sec. 2.2, a sub-aperture image is recorded by
light rays arriving at one point in the st plane. Each pair of
sub-aperture images has a very narrow baseline, making the
disparity range of sub-aperture images also quite narrow.
For example, the disparity range between adjacent sub-
aperture views of the Lytro camera is smaller than 1 pixel
[96]. With such narrow baselines, the sub-pixel shift in the
spatial domain usually involves interpolation with blurri-
ness, which leads to poor performances on correspondence-
matching approaches. Moreover, the matching costs of
stereo correspondence are highly ambiguous.
Therefore, instead of using stereo matching, different
constraints that leverage the structure of light fields are
used to estimate the initial depth map. Different from stereo
matching based on two views, all views are contained
in the constraints. Yu et al. [96] explored the geometric
structure of 3D lines in ray space to improve the light field
triangulation and stereo matching. Since the method uses
stereo matching to first estimate each pixel’s disparity, it
does not perform well on the datasets with small disparity
range. To solve the problem, Heber et al. [97] proposed a
novel principal component analysis (PCA) matching term
for multi-view stereo reconstruction. They assumed that if
one were to warp the images of various views to a common
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small large
Fig. 13. We display a patch, consisting of all views recorded for a point,
as would appear under different depth candidates. The red point marked
in the light field view is the one selected. In counter-clockwise order, the
depth values of the patches range from smaller to larger depths. Among
these candidates, since the pixels in the patch marked with a red frame
have the largest similarity among them, it is that depth the one that has
the largest probability of being the actual depth of that point.
warping center and then consider each warped image as
one row in a matrix, the matrix should be low rank. In order
to match sub-aperture images with an extremely narrow
baseline, Jeon et al. [98] presented an algorithm based on the
cost volume. The cost volume is computed to evaluate the
matching cost of different disparity labels, which is defined
using the similarity measurement between the sub-aperture
images and the center view sub-aperture image shifted at
different sub-pixel locations. To generate a better result on
occlusions, Wang et al. [99] developed a novel occlusion
scheme for their occlusion-aware depth estimation algo-
rithm. By ensuring photo-consistency in only the occluded
view region, their method enabled identification of occluded
edges, a technique that could be useful in other applications.
Based on this occlusion model, Zhu et al. [100] extended the
approach above to the context of multi-occluder occlusion.
By using the concept of the surface camera (SCam), which
models angular radiance distribution with respect to a 3D
point, Chen et al. [101] introduced a bilateral consistency
metric on SCams for light field depth map estimation.
Also, various other cues can be exploited in depth esti-
mation, the defocus cue being the most prominent one. Ng’s
work [28] noted that a light field image can be refocused on
any area by shearing the light field using a combination of
digital refocusing and Fourier refocusing. After refocusing
at a new depth, the light rays from any in-focus scene point
will be recorded in the same spatial location—a concept also
called angular coherence (shown in Fig. 13). We can refocus
the light field at different depth candidates. The absolute
difference between the central view and the other angular
views reflects the depth probability.
Based on Ng’s work [28], Tao et al. [102] combined the
defocus cue and the correspondence cue to estimate the
depth of scenes. In addition, they extended their analysis,
using the additional cue of shading, to refine fine details
in the shape [103]. For light fields including a scattering
medium, such as underwater scenes or scenes with fog, Tian
et al. [104] combined the correspondence and defocus cues
with a novel transmittance-based depth cue to remove the
influence of backscatter and attenuation. Williem et al. [105]
proposed two novel cues, which are an angular entropy
metric and the adaptive defocus response, to improve the
robustness of depth estimation to occlusion and noise. Lin
et al. [106] presented two features for depth estimation: one
feature is the property that non-occluding pixels exhibit
symmetry along the focal depth dimension centered at
the in-focus slice; the other is a data consistency measure
based on the analysis of a synthesized view focused at a
hypothesized depth. Lee and Park [107] proposed a depth
estimation approach by accumulating binary maps, which
are obtained by separating the foreground and background
with respect to a series of focused planes.
For the particularly challenging case of depth estimation
for glossy or specular surfaces, Tao et al. [108] presented
a novel theory of the relationship between light-field data
and reflectance in the dichromatic model. Wang et al. [109]
derived a spatially-varying (SV) BRDF-invariant theory for
recovering 3D shapes and reflectance from light field cam-
eras to estimate the depth of non-Lambertian planes. They
proposed an equation relating depths and normals that
could be derived to estimate the depth map.
5.1.2 EPI-based Methods
Instead of performing stereo matching on sub-aperture
images, novel approaches considering the properties of
the light field structure have been developed. Before the
rise of light field cameras, epipolar geometry was used
to achieve scene reconstruction from images taken from
different views. After the introduction of the light field
camera, EPIs could be generated directly from light field
images; in them, the slopes of the lines are indicative of the
depths of the different objects (as we mentioned in Sec. 2.2).
Most EPI-based depth map estimation approaches rely on
measuring the slopes in EPIs using different optimization
techniques.
In 1987, Bolles et al. [12] presented a technique for
building a 3D description of a static scene from a dense
sequence of images. The technique utilized knowledge of
the camera motion to form and analyze slices of the solids
generated by these images. Criminisi et al. [115] addressed
the problems of achieving a dense scene reconstruction from
a sequence of images, as well as analyzing and removing
specular highlights. The key was to directly exploit the high
degree of regularity found in the EPI volume. Basha et al.
[116] proposed a method for estimating the 3D structure
and the dense 3D motion (scene flow) of a dynamic non-
rigid 3D scene, using a camera array. Their core idea was
to use a dense multi-camera array to construct a novel,
dense 3D volumetric representation of the 3D space in which
each voxel holds both an estimated intensity value and a
confidence measure of that value.
Kim et al. [25] introduced a method to perform scene
reconstruction of complex, detailed environments from high
angular resolution EPIs. Their method computed the 3D
depth information for all the visible scene points. They
applied a confidence measure in EPI space to compute
the reliability of the estimated depth. Wanner et al. [66]
utilized the structure tensor in EPI space to estimate the
local direction of a line. Based on their work, Li et al.
[110] made use of the structure information to build a
reliability map for EPIs. Krolla et al. [111] extended depth
estimation using the structure tensor to spherical light fields.
Diebold et al. [113] modified the structure tensor approach
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Category Approach Main feature
Evaluation (MSE)
Buddha MonasRoom Still life Horses Medieval Papillon
Matching-based
Wang et al. [99] Occlusion-aware 2.06 0.87 7.24 1.76 3.62 0.43
Jeon et al. [98] Sub-pixel accuracy 2.75 0.43 1.52 4.91 5.34 1.9
Yu et al. [96] Line-assisted graph cut 5.03 18.8 12.88 18.8 28.45 17.29
Heber et al. [97] PCA matching term - - - - - -
Tao et al. [102] Defocus cues - - - - - -
EPI-based
Kim et al. [25] Large scene reconstruction - - - - - -
Li et al. [110] Sparse linear optimization 0.64 0.64 3.25 0.95 2.1 2.28
Krolla et al. [111] Spherical light field - - - - - -
Wanner et al. [112] Total variation - - - - - -
Diebode et al. [113] Modified structure tensor - - - - - -
Learning-based
Johannsen et al. [66] Sparse coding 0.57 0.65 2.95 3.26 0.84 1.85
Heber et al. [114] CNN-based - - - - - -
TABLE 3
Comparison of light field depth map estimation approaches. These approaches are classified into different categories according to their initial
depth estimation approaches. The evaluation provides numerical results of MSEs using the listed implementations. The datasets Buddha,
MonasRoom, Still life, Horses, Medieval and Papillon are from the HCI light field dataset [74].
for heterogeneous light fields in which the EPIs have non-
constant intensity in each line. Ziegler et al. [117] extended
depth estimation in EPI space to the 4D epipolar volume.
To handle highly noisy and strong occlusions, Zhang et al.
[118] integrated a spinning parallelogram operator in the
2D EPI, where the operator measures the slopes of an EPI
by maximizing distribution distances between two parts of
the parallelogram window.
5.1.3 Learning-based Methods
More recently, researchers have presented techniques for
depth map estimation based on CNNs. Heber et al. [114] uti-
lized CNNs to predict depth information for light field data
learning an end-to-end mapping between the 4D light field
and a representation of the corresponding 4D depth field in
terms of 2D hyperplane orientations. With the development
of sparse coding, Johannsen et al. [119] proposed a novel
method for depth estimation in light fields that employed a
specifically designed sparse decomposition to leverage the
depth-orientation relationship in EPIs.
5.2 Depth Refinement
Due to noise, occlusions or inherent matching uncertainty
caused by textureless regions, the initial depth map typically
contains outliers, see Fig. 12(c). Therefore, a depth map
refinement is crucial to smooth out the outliers and produce
the final depth map. Typical methods are either within a
Markov random field (MRF) framework or a variational
framework.
MRF are widely used for problems that involve feature
point matching [96], [97], [98], [99], [102]. The framework
includes a unary term and a pairwise term. The unary term
is first constructed using initial depth estimation approaches
described above, then discretized to different depth values.
Each unary term value reflects the probability of the cor-
responding depth. However, in textureless areas, the unary
term is easily impacted by noise, making it inaccurate at es-
timating the depth of such areas. To address this, a pairwise
term was added to refine noise points with their neighbors.
The pairwise term is designed using the properties of the
depth map, such as smoothness or color consistency. An
energy function combines the unary term and the pairwise
term, and the depth map is estimated by minimizing it. Fig.
12(d) shows an example depth map refined with a MRF
framework.
Although MRF-based refinement performs well, it re-
sults in discrete disparity values (see the background region
in Fig. 12(d)). Consequently, this depth map refinement ap-
proach does not perform well for 3D reconstruction. To ad-
dress the problem, Wanner and Goldluecke [66], [112] pre-
sented a continuous framework and described novel vari-
ational methods for disparity reconstruction. Their frame-
work employed a total variation (TV) smoothing scheme.
Based on their work, Heber et al. [120] proposed a model
that combines the main idea of active wavefront sampling
(AWS) with light fields. By tracking an image scene point
over a sequence of sub-aperture images, they observed a
virtual rotation of the scene point on the image plane, that
was inversely related to the scene depth. To construct their
model, they utilized an extension of the total generalized
variation (TGV) approach.
5.3 Discussion
In this section, we have introduced depth estimation ap-
proaches based on light field data. Table 3 lists numerical
evaluation values (MSE) of some representative approaches.
These methods help to generate accurate depth maps based
on light fields, but challenges remain. First, most methods
are based on depth estimation of Lambertain surfaces; while
for non-Lambertian ones, in which a change in viewing
direction can imply a drastic change in appearance, tradi-
tional constraints and cues do not work so well. Second, the
resulting depth map can be quantized, leading to errors on
it. Third, due to the constraint on the angular resolution of
the light field image, there exists a restriction for the depth
range.
Compared with stereo pairs, a light field provides a more
continuous disparity space due to a denser viewpoint sam-
pling, i.e., higher angular resolution. Intuitively, a higher
angular resolution of the light field benefits depth estima-
tion. However, from the point of view of hardware design,
higher angular resolution means denser sensor arrangement
(in the case of multi-sensor capture), longer capture time (in
the case of time-sequential capture), or lower spatial reso-
lution (in the case of spatial multiplexing). Besides, dense
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viewpoint sampling also requires accurate calibration tools
[121] or mechanical controllers. In practice, researchers have
found that the quality of the estimated depth can be greatly
increased when using an angularly super-resolved light
field [66]. The effectiveness can be more significant when the
light field is super-resolved using a depth-free framework,
such as learning-based methods [71], [72]. Conversely, a
depth map of better quality, such as with better occlusion
handling, produces better super-resolution results. One may
model depth estimation and light field super-resolution in a
joint optimization framework to obtain both a high quality
depth map and a super-resolved light field.
6 LIGHT FIELD ASSESSMENT AND COMPRESSION
Light field quality assessment and light field compression
are two critical aspects for the practical usage of light
fields. Light field assessment is helpful to obtain a better
understanding of the performance of light field acquisition,
generation, and processing techniques. With regard to com-
pression, a light field involves a large amount of data, but
also records a scene with a set of images from different view-
points, thus exhibiting data redundancy in both the spatial
and angular dimensions [3]; examples of this redundancy
are the smooth regions in each sub-aperture image (Fig. 2(a))
and light field subview (Fig. 2(b)). Therefore, the compres-
sion approaches for light fields offer much opportunity and
are essential for light field storage, transmission and display.
In this section, we introduce quality assessment approaches
and compression schemes for light fields.
6.1 Quality Assessment
Light field quality assessment usually involves assessment
of spatio-angular resolution, spatial quality, and angular
consistency. Existing image resolution assessment methods
adopt the ISO 12233 standard [122], which uses a slanted
edge-based method to calculate the spatial frequency re-
sponse. Fu et al. [123] showed that a light field camera ex-
hibits more stabilized visual resolution in terms of depth of
field (DOF) compared with a conventional camera due to the
refocusing capability. For spatial quality assessment, peak
signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and structure similarity index
(SSIM) [124] are always applied. For instance, Shidanshidi et
al. [125] applied PSNR to evaluate synthesized novel views
using different ray interpolation approaches [3] with the
corresponding simulated views. Angular consistency mea-
sures the visual coherence between views. Such criterion
is always critical to the evaluation of light field processing
approaches, such as angular super-resolution and light field
editing. Current angular consistency assessment usually
relies on subjective evaluations on an EPI or a pseudo
sequence. Adhikarla et al. [126] presented an interactive
light field viewing setup for the subjective evaluation of
angular consistency. Besides, they extended SSIM [124] to
a 3D context for light field-specific angular assessment, and
evaluated the performance of existing quality assessment
metrics.
6.2 Light Field Compression
In this subsection, we investigate lossy and lossless com-
pression schemes for light fields; the lossy compression is
further divided on the following taxonomy: progressive or
transform coding, predictive coding and pseudo-sequence-
based coding. Note that some techniques employ hybrid
coding schemes; we classify these techniques according to
their main aspect.
6.2.1 Lossy Compression
Transform coding approaches typically rely on a transform,
such as the discrete cosine transform (DCT) or the discrete
wavelet transform (DWT), to compress a light field. Clas-
sical coding schemes, such as JPEG (using DCT) and JPEG
2000 (using DWT), are applied to compress the light field
raw image. However, these two schemes are not specifically
designed for light field compression, and will thus not
achieve optimal compression results. Aggoun [127] pro-
posed a 3D-DCT to exploit the spatial redundancy within
the light field subviews. Specifically, they first arranged a
selected subview and its neighboring ones into a 3D brick,
then the 3D-DCT was applied to produce the decorrelated
subview group. Rather than 3D-DCT, Aggoun [128] further
applied a 3D-DWT to a brick of sub-aperture images, and
Magnor et al. [129] presented 4D-DWT to directly com-
press the 4D light field without arranging subviews or sub-
aperture images.
Those approaches may produce misalignment between
views due to large displacements between neighboring
views, and the resulting high frequencies are expensive to
code. To handle this problem, disparity compensation was
applied to warp each view onto its view-dependent texture
map. Xu et al. [130] first decomposed a light field into sub-
bands using wavelet packet transform; the wavelet packet
bases were divided into two groups: predictable bases and
unpredictable bases. Finally, a disparity map, which was
applied for sub-band prediction, was estimated using an
optical flow-based approach. Chang et al. [131] incorporated
disparity compensation into wavelet decomposition based
on lifting. They first applied disparity-compensated wavelet
decomposition to exploit similarity between different views
in the light field, then the resulting coefficient images were
encoded using shape-adaptive discrete wavelet transform.
Predictive coding approaches first select a set of images
from the light field array to be coded as Intra, also known
as I-images. Then the I-images serve as reference for coding
the remaining light field images, also known as P-images.
An early work proposed by Magnor and Girod [132] first
separated each sub-aperture image into square blocks, and
predicted the blocks in the P-images using the blocked
disparity and blocks in the I-images. Similarly, Conti et al.
[133] used blocked disparity for the coding of 3D light fields
and 3D light field video. Based on Magnor and Girod’s
work, Kundu [134] used 2D homography to match P-images
with I-images, and predicted P-images using homography-
based warping and interpolation. Jiang et al. [135] further
combine homography and low rank approximation, which
are jointly optimized. By considering the similarity between
adjacent views, Liu et al. [136] proposed a layered prediction
scheme that predicts the P-images layer by layer, i.e., views
in a lower layer were applied to predict views in a higher
layer. For large compression rates, Li et al. [137] presented
a coding scheme that uses a sparse set of subviews and
associated disparities to compress the full light field. The







Fig. 14. Typical rearrangement paths for pseudo sequence-based cod-
ing approaches: (a) zig-zag; and (b) spiral.
coding scheme first applied the sparse set of subviews and
disparities to reconstruct an intermediate light field, then
utilized it to predict the original light field using a modified
high efficiency video coding (HEVC) encoder. To improve
coding efficiency, Jin et al. [138] employed a reshaping
algorithm before the compression.
Pseudo sequence coding. A 4D light field can be consid-
ered as multiple frames with slightly different viewpoints.
Based on this assumption, pseudo sequence-based coding
approaches first rearrange light field elements (usually sub-
aperture images) as a pseudo sequence, then use a video
encoder to compress the sequence. Typical rearrange paths
are zig-zag and spiral [139], [140], where the zig-zag scan path
rearranges the views from left to right and top-down (as
shown in Fig. 14(a)) and the spiral scan path begins from
the center view and progresses from the inner to the outer
ones spirally (as shown in Fig. 14(b)). For the compression,
Dai et al. [139] and Vieira et al. [140] applied standard video
encoders, such as H.264/AVC and HEVC, to compress the
pseudo sequence. In their experiment results, the spiral scan
path outperforms the zig-zag pattern due to a smoother
rearrangement. Rather than using the scan paths described
above, Li et al. [141] proposed a 2D hierarchical coding
structure to reduce the reference buffer. They divided the
views into four quadrants, and encoded one quadrant after
another.
6.2.2 Lossless Compression
Perra [142] presented a lossless compression scheme on
raw plenoptic data. They first divided the raw image into
four color components and then encoded them separately
using an adaptive prediction tool. Instead of encoding raw
plenoptic data, Helin et al. [143], [144] implemented their
compression scheme on rectified light field images, and
thus, it was not limited to plenoptic data. By exploiting the
high redundancy existing between the sub-aperture images,
their lossless compression scheme first constructed consis-
tent segmentations for the central view, and then propa-
gated them to other views using a quantized depth map.
An optimal sparse predictor was then applied to predict
each region of the segmentations using the corresponding
regions from the already coded views.
6.2.3 Discussion
A light field contains high dimensional data, posing a great
challenge for practical usage, storage, transmission and
display. Fortunately, light fields exhibit data redundancy
in both the spatial and angular dimensions [3], which can
be effectively removed using compression techniques. Some
events, such as JPEG Pleno activity [145] and ICME 2016
Grand Challenge on Light-Field Image Compression [146],
were held to look for effective compression schemes. Cur-
rent stat-of-the-art techniques can achieve more than 80%
bitrate reduction [137] for lossy compression, and 60% bi-
trate reduction [143] for lossless compression. However, for
practical usage of light fields, more progress is expected for
light field compression schemes that aim at providing high
compression quality with reasonable resource requirements
in terms of data rates, computational complexity, and power
consumption. Besides, in lossy compression schemes, the
coding and decoding process for the residual will distort the
structure of the input 4D light field to a certain extent. This
structure distortion will definitely influence the subsequent
light field processing, such as depth estimation or super-
resolution. Thus, obtaining a decent bitrate reduction while
preserving the light field structure is also a challenge for
light field compression [147]. A more detailed evaluation
of state-of-the-art light field compression approaches can be
found in [148].
7 LIGHT FIELD APPLICATIONS
When the light field was first introduced to computer graph-
ics in 1986 [151], researchers proposed only one application:
novel view synthesis. However, as computing speed and
computational resources increased, the light fields have
grown in popularity in computer vision applications. In
this section, we investigate various applications that benefit
from light field data.
7.1 Synthetic Aperture Imaging
Isaksen et al. [36] first demonstrated the light field’s ability
to “see-through an occluder” by synthesizing a sufficiently
large aperture. Because the object of interest and the oc-
cluder are at different depth layers and parallaxes, each
view is able to capture a small portion of the object [152].
By propagating the portion of interest in each view, one can
synthesize a virtual aperture image at a specific depth layer.
Levoy et al. [149] used synthetic apertures to reconstruct
partially obscured objects (e.g., seen through a plant). A
single camera was used to capture images from different
viewpoints reflected by an array of planar mirrors. With an
appropriate focal plane, a virtual view with a wide aperture
and a shallow DOF was synthesized, where the object was
in focus and occluders were blurred out (see Fig. 15(a)).
Vaish et al. [153] studied four cost functions, including
color medians, entropy, focus and stereo, for reconstruct-
ing occluded surfaces using a synthetic aperture. The cost
functions, however, may fail under severe occlusions. Yang
et al. [154] divided the scene into multiple visibility layers,
and then propagated the visibility information among those
layers using an optimization framework. Their approach
was able to produce a synthetic aperture image with a wider
DOF compared with previous works. Dansereau et al. [150]
presented a volumetric focus approach that improves focus
quality while maintaining sharp focus over a selected depth
range using light fields (see Fig. 15(b)).
In addition, some studies for tracking objects through
occlusions based on synthetic aperture techniques have been





Refocus on a single plane Refocus over a range of depths
Fig. 15. Applications using light fields. (a) The light field acquired by capturing an array of planar mirrors (left) was used to generate a synthetic
aperture image (right) [149]. (b) A light field can be applied for post-capture refocusing on a single plane (left) or over a controllable range of depths
(right) [150].
proposed [155], [156]. Occlusions are one of the obstacles
for object tracking. Conventional single-camera tracking
algorithms typically predict the motion parameters using
filtering techniques such as Kalman filtering or particle fil-
tering. However, the tracking tends to fail when the motion
trajectory is unpredictable. Rather than tracking an object in
a passive way, a camera array system (e.g., Joshi et al. [23]
used 8 VGA video cameras) is able to provide clearer views
of objects of interest using synthetic aperture techniques.
7.2 Segmentation and Matting
Typically, segmentation can be considered as a labeling
problem. Unlike conventional segmentation approaches,
such as co-segmentation and multiview segmentation,
views in a light field are much more correlated (i.e., EPI
volume), and thus can help in ensuring labeling consistency.
However, due to the large number of views in a light field
(usually a dozen [157] to a hundred views [158], [159]), seg-
mentation and matting using light field data take abundant
computing resources and running time during the energy
minimization, which restricts their further promotion.
Campbell et al. presented multiple-view segmentation
approaches using graph-cuts in voxel space [161] and image
space [162]. However, the MRF framework is always time-
consuming. To handle this problem, Hog et al. [163] pro-
posed a graph structure to reduce the graph size of a light
field. By taking advantage of structure information in the
EPI space, Berent and Dragotti [164] modeled the segmenta-
tion problem as an energy minimization scheme. Wanner et
al. [157] presented a variational framework for multi-label
segmentation on the ray space of 4D light fields. Yücer et
al. [158], [159] proposed a segmentation approach that uses
unstructured 3D light fields captured by a hand-held video
camera (see Fig. 16(a)). They computed the gradients in the
light field volume and used local gradient filters to estimate
the likelihood of edges belonging to the foreground. The
likelihood was then propagated to the remaining areas in
the volume. Finally, a Bayesian framework was employed
to aggregate the segmentation likelihood of every image
into the 3D volume. Based on the estimated depth, Zhu
et al. [165] propagated the superpixel segmentation in a
sub-aperture image to the whole light field to form a light
field superpixel segmentation. Also, light fields have been
used to segment refractive surfaces or transparent objects
into different superimposed layers. Johannsen et al. [166]
used disparity and luminance information from a light
field and formulated a linear generative model to segment
the light field into individual layers, while Xu et al. [167]
proposed a transparent object segmentation approach using
the consistency and distortion properties of a light field.
To solve the matting problem using a light field, Joshi
et al. [168] proposed an efficient algorithm for natural
video matting using a camera array. By taking advantage
of light field data, a synthetic aperture image focused on
the foreground was computed to reduce the variance in the
foreground. The variance measurement was then used to
construct a trimap for the alpha matte. Cho et al. [169] built
their framework on the EPI to minimize the linear composite
error, which is subject to correspondence constraints. Fiss
et al. [170] used light field matting to separate foreground
occluders (e.g., dust on a window or a wire mesh) from the
background target. They represented the 4D light field as a
foreground layer composited over a background light field.
7.3 Detection, Classification and Recognition
Due to the inherent robustness to occlusions, light fields
have an excellent performance on detection and recognition
problems. Li et al. [171] demonstrated that light fields can
benefit saliency detection. Their approach capitalized on
the refocusing capability of light field imaging to measure
likelihood scores of foreground and background. Compared
with single-image saliency detection, their approach can
more robustly handle challenging scenarios such as similar
foreground and background.
Also, Pei et al. [172] used a camera array to synthesize a
confocal view for multi-object detection. Ralph et al. [173],
[174] introduced a novel face recognition approach using a
light field system composed of 13 cameras. Raghavendra et
al. [175] proposed a face detection approach from the best-
focused image based on a wavelet energy analysis, and Raja
et al. [176] used the best-focused image rendered by a light
field camera for iris recognition.
Compared with object recognition, material recognition
is a challenging problem because of the sheer diversity in
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Sub-aperture image (top)
and EPI (bottom)
Segmentation result Segmentation in 3D
(a) (b)
Fig. 16. Further examples of applications using light fields. (a) Object segmentation proposed by Yücer et al. [158], [159], where the likelihood of
edges belonging to the foreground was estimated using the gradients in the 3D light field volume. The left column shows a sub-aperture image and
an EPI of the light field, the middle column shows the segmentation results for them, and the right column shows the 3D segmentation result. (b)
Material recognition proposed by Wang et al. [160], where a CNN was trained on a 4D light field dataset.
the appearance of materials. Using the recently developed
learning techniques, Wang et al. [160] proposed a CNN-
based material recognition method that used a 4D light
field dataset (see Fig. 16(b)). They also presented several
CNN architectures for the 4D light field inputs as well
as a light field dataset for material recognition. Compared
with conventional single (2D) image material recognition
approaches, their approach achieved approximately a 6−7%
boost.
7.4 Handling Refractive and Transparent Object
Light field-based detection and reconstruction of non-
Lambertian materials [177], [178], such as refractive and
transparent objects, has been studied, a problem that is
extremely ill-posed when only a single image is considered.
Maeno et al. [179] presented a transparent object recognition
approach using a light field camera. They observed that
a transparent object deforms background scenes due to
refraction, causing ray distortions in the 4D light field. They
named this observation the “light field distortion feature”,
and used it to detect transparent objects. Anglin et al.
[180] proposed a shift-invariant refocusing transformation
for volumetric estimation, which can be further applied for
reconstruction of special materials, such as fluid and flame.
Ding et al. [181] used the distortion of a known pattern
caused by refraction to reconstruct a fluid’s surface. They
applied a camera array to track distorted feature points
over time and across cameras and built spatio-temporal
correspondence maps for the fluid surface reconstruction.
Sulc et al. [182] used a 4D light field to separate a dichro-
matic reflection component from diffuse object colors. They
model the observed light field as a sparse linear combination
of a constant-color specular term and a small finite set of
albedos. Lu et al. [183] considered light field sampling as
sampling a 4D BRDF, and presented a CNN-based architec-
ture for BRDF identification.
7.5 Visual Odometry, Localization and SfM
Dansereau et al. [184] presented a six-degree-of-freedom
visual odometry approach that used a camera array to esti-
mate the pointwise plenoptic flow. Their approach achieved
a higher performance than conventional approaches (e.g.,
stereo feature-tracking) in terms of both robustness and
tracking accuracy. Instead of performing stereo matching be-
tween images, Zeller et al. [185] presented a visual odometry
approach that is able to find stereo correspondences in full
sensor resolution, avoiding aliasing effects due to spatial un-
dersampling. Schillebeeckx and Pless [186] used light fields
to simplify the estimation of camera rotation. They applied
a lenticular sheet with a color-coded backplane pattern to
create a light field where the observed color depends on
the direction of the light. Srinivasan et al. [187] developed
an oriented 4D light field window for robust and accurate
pixel comparisons, and applied it to scene flow recovery.
Fahringer et al. [188] further reduced complexity necessary
to acquire volumetric data and used the 3D flow for velocity
field estimation.
7.6 Stitching, Deblurring and Stabilization
Guo et al. [189] proposed a multiple light fields stitching al-
gorithm to produce a seamless navigation using a light rays
transformation matrix, named “ray-space motion matrix”.
Similarly, Johannsen et al. [190] used ray-to-ray correspon-
dence to produce a light field panorama. Srinivasan et al.
[191] took advantage of the 3D capture ability of the light
field camera, introducing a general model for 3D camera
motion estimation and deblurring. The model produced
higher quality light field deblurring results when compared
with conventional 2D image deblurring, which typically
assumes the blur kernel to be a 2D function. Smith et al. [192]
described a video stabilization approach using an integrated
camera array, ProFUSION-25C [21]. They computed a se-
quence of relative poses between the virtual camera and the
camera array by employing spatio-temporal optimization,
and produced synthesized views of these poses.
7.7 Discussion
Due to the particular structure and other specific properties
of light fields, there is a growing number of applications in
both computer vision and computer graphics that use them
to try to solve long-standing problems. By taking advantage
of spatio-temporal properties, we can imagine the immense
potential of light field video. More related applications, such
as tracking and motion capture, can be further exploited. Be-
sides, the integration with more novel imaging techniques is
expected to bring new capabilities to light field applications;
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for instance, by combining light fields with hyperspectral
imaging, the extraction of the material properties of the
observed object can be greatly enhanced.
8 LIGHT FIELD EDITING
Editing light fields has in general been posed as a gener-
alization of traditional 2D image editing. However, given
the richer information encoded in the light field, this gen-
eralization cannot be considered trivial; as opposed to 2D
images, light fields include complex directionally-varying
effects such as glossy reflections, refractive objects or oc-
clusions. These problems exist when editing other higher-
dimensional media as well, such as video or image collec-
tions. We focus on works target to edit the most common
structured light fields: We categorize these works on local
and global edits, depending on whether they operate on
local, precisely placed edits, or on the full light field. Later,
we briefly discuss generalization to non-structured light
fields and its relation with other types of media.
8.1 Local Editing
Local point-based editing. One of the first methods for light
field editing was introduced by Seitz and Kutulakos [193],
[194], based on creating a voxel-based reconstruction of the
geometry encoded by the light field. This representation
allowed the authors to perform operations such as painting
or scissoring. However, the editing is highly dependent
on the quality of the voxelization, imposing a Lambertian
assumption on the surfaces, which limits its applicability to
complex appearances (Fig. 17(a)). Zhang et al. [83] proposed
a system for performing complex edits in the light field
such as erasing, copy-pasting at different depths or cloning,
based on patch-based methods. By using a precomputed
depth map, the system was able to propagate the edits
performed in a single view to the rest of the light field using
patch-based synthesis.
Local deformations. Chen et al. [197] demonstrated a tech-
nique for deforming a light field in the context of pho-
torrealistic image-based rendering, based on splitting the
light field into multiple sub-light fields. These were later de-
formed independently, and then rendered together to keep
consistency. To preserve illumination consistency on the
deformation, the system is limited to co-axial illumination.
Birklbauer et al. [198] proposed a method to perform non-
linear edits on the spatial domain of the light field, keeping
consistency on the angular domain. This allowed complex
deformations on the spatial domain of the light field, while
preserving light field capabilities such as refocusing.
Editing interaction. The previous works focus on specific
editing tools, that require precise positioning of the edit in
the three-dimensional scene implicitly encoded by a light
field. Jarabo et al. [196] analyzed how novice users edited
light fields, focusing on the two main positioning paradigms
in the literature. These two paradigms used either focus or
parallax to specify the position in depth within the light
field. Later, Masia et al. [199] and Ortin et al. [200] further
analyzed the workflows of the users during editing. An
example edit from [196] can be seen in Fig. 17(c). These
works analyzed the interaction using standard 2D displays,
although using more complex prototype light field displays
(see Sec. 9) has been proposed, allowing light field editing
by means of gesture tracking [201] or a 3D-positioned light
pen [202].
8.2 Global Editing
Global edits are the most wide-spread form of light field
editing, and they have been incorporated in commercial
software, usually based on applying some predefined filters
(e.g., Lytro Desktop [4] or Lightfield Iris [203]).
Horn and Chen [204] proposed a shader-based language
to manipulate light fields, enabling light field compositing,
or complex ray-warping with applications in non-physical
defocus. Cossairt et al. [205] presented a novel image-based
method for compositing real and synthetic objects in the
same scene using two 4D light fields, one captured from
and one projected onto the real scene. Zhang et al. [195] and
follow-up work by Wang et al. [206] proposed a method for
morphing two light fields, based on user-defined correspon-
dences between both light fields (Fig. 17(b)).
Birklbauer and Bimber [207] proposed an approach for
light field retargeting, allowing compression or expansion
of the spatial domain, while preserving angular consistency
without the need of explicit depth estimation. Garces et
al. [208] recently proposed a method for obtaining the intrin-
sic decomposition of light fields into albedo and shading. As
opposed to other multidimensional intrinsic decomposition
methods (e.g. [209], [210]), they leveraged the coherence and
structure of the light field.
In the context of coarse edit propagation, Jarabo et
al. [211] extended AppProp [212] to the 4 domain of light
fields. To efficiently handle the large scale of light fields,
they proposed to operate on a downsampled light field, and
then upsample the results following [213]. Several works
have followed a similar approach, reparametrizing the light
field to increase the locality of the propagation metric [214],
or increasing the angular consistency on the propagation
distance metric to improve spatio-temporal coherence [215].
A different approach is that based on filtering, by which the
editing operation is posed as a multi-dimensional filtering
operation over the light field. This is the approach taken by
the work of Gryaditskaya et al. [216] for gloss editing in
light fields.
8.3 Beyond Structured Light Fields
The works described so far target structured light fields,
which have the nice property of a well-defined structure that
can be leveraged for robust correspondence estimation for
transfer edits (see Sec. 5). This structure is the key difference
with other methods targeting non-structured media, such as
unstructured light fields [217], [218], video [209], [219], [220],
[221] or image collections [222], [223], [224]. These are more
complex structures, and might require the use of techniques
such as depth estimation, optical flow or feature matching,
to transfer edits between images.
8.4 Discussion
While the first works on light field editing date from the late
90’s, it has been recently when it has become a more active
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Original light field Edited light field
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 17. Example edits on light fields. (a) Seitz and Kutulakos [193], [194] used a voxel-based representation of the light field, allowing drawing
and scissoring. (b) Light field morphing between two input light fields [195]. (c) Sample light fields captured with the Lytro camera, edited using the
different paradigms analyzed by Jarabo et al. [196].
field with the widespread of plenoptic imaging. In this
context, most current works aim to transfer well-established
editing tools in traditional 2D images to (structured) light
fields (e.g. filters, edit propagation, retargeting or intrinsic
decomposition). These works focus on overcoming the in-
trinsic difficulties of the additional angular domain, instead
of leveraging the novel capabilities brought by light fields.
This type of editing approaches also often rely on depth
information. We have seen how depth from light fields is
an active research area (Sec. 5), but a critical question that
remains to be answered is how precise this recovered depth
information needs to be in order for editing approaches
to work well. Of course, this depends on the approach,
but should be an aspect addressed by the novel editing
approaches to come that rely on depth information.
This research direction is important, and together with
principled analyses on the interaction with light fields,
should allow for a seamless transition from 2D to 4D im-
ages. However, the gained complexity of light fields is still
underused in terms of editing capabilities. Making use of all
the encoded additional information to enable novel realistic
edits on the captured scenes, such as high-quality relighting
or material editing, or to increase the expressibity of the
artistic editing operations on the final images is a comple-
mentary avenue for future research, which would further
differentiate between traditional and plenoptic images.
9 ALGORITHMS FOR LIGHT FIELD DISPLAY
Displays capable of showing light field contents have been
around since the beginning of the 20th Century [225], [226].
Since then, and especially in the last two decades, different
technologies exist capable of displaying light fields. In terms
of viewing experience, and in comparison to a conventional
2D display or 3D (stereoscopic) display, a light field display
adds the ability to see the scene from different viewpoints.
This entails that, in light field displays, the perception of
depth is conveyed not only through binocular disparity—
as in stereoscopic displays—and monocular cues, but also
through motion parallax thanks to the different views; this
can be done without the need to wear glasses or other
hardware. To do this, they must display different views of
the light field to both eyes and for each viewpoint within
the FOV of the display.
The relevant work in terms of light field processing
for display revolves around two main areas. The first is
novel display architectures that require more or less heavy
processing of the light field contents prior to its display. The
second, a number of algorithms for content preprocessing
devoted to improving the visual quality of the displayed
imagery, attempting to overcome the limitations that the
hardware architecture imposes. In the following we review
both areas.
9.1 Light Field Display Architectures
Traditional light field displays. Traditionally, light field
displays rely on parallax barriers or lenslet arrays to dis-
play these different views to different eyes and viewpoints,
e.g., [227]. A back panel displays the different images of
the light field, while a front layer redirects light rays ap-
propriately to different positions in front of the screen. This
front layer can be formed by regularly-spaced slits which
act as a mask in the case of a parallax barrier, or by a
series of lenses redirecting rays in the case of a lenslet array-
based display (also termed integral imaging); see Fig. 18(a)
and 18(b). In any case, most of these systems require simple
image processing, such as some sort of interlacing of the
light field views before presentation (see, e.g., [228]) and are
out of the scope of this survey. We refer the interested reader
to comprehensive existing surveys [229], [230], [231], [232].
The main drawbacks of these systems are: a low light
throughput (in the case of parallax barriers), a trade-off
between spatial and angular resolution, and a limited FOV.
Additionally, crosstalk between views, inducing ghosting
artifacts, is a common problem. In order to alleviate some
of these problems, a number of systems have been devel-
oped that employ head or eye tracking and actively steer
the views accordingly [233], [234], [235]. However, these
approaches require a significant engineering and calibra-
tion effort, and typically feature complex systems and/or
additional gear. Therefore, more recently, researchers have
looked for alternative display architectures, typically at the
cost of a heavier processing of the content prior to display.
Multilayer light field displays. The majority of subsequent
approaches to displaying light fields have relied on mul-
tilayer architectures of one kind or another. A light field
is a 4D structure, while a conventional display is 2D. A
way of addressing this mismatch is to stack several layers,
such as several LCDs. The main goal of the initial multilayer
displays was to provide a wider DOF [236]. Further, having
a multilayer setup allows to improve accommodation cues,
in an attempt to avoid the possible mismatch between focus
(accommodation) cues of the eyes, and other depth cues
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employed by our visual system to infer depth, such as
vergence; this mismatch can cause discomfort in the viewer.
In these multilayer systems, an algorithm is required to
distribute the input light field to the different layers of
the display. Often, the distribution is done such that each
ray is assigned to the depth layer closest to the ray ori-
gin [237]; this of course requires knowledge of scene depth.
A more sophisticated approach was presented by Ranieri et
al. [238], based on decomposing the light field into a series
of components which are then rendered to the different
display primitives: essentially, different parts, such as dif-
fuse, occlusions, glossy areas, are decomposed and rendered
differently. Later works achieved correct accommodation in
multi-plane displays [239]; in them, the patterns for the
different layers are obtained via primal-dual optimization
in the frequency domain. All these approaches require an
increase in computation and processing with respect to the
traditional ones, but in turn allow to reduce some of their
drawbacks. In the following we focus on a family of light
field displays which also feature a multilayer architecture,
but with a distribution among layers based on a low-rank
light field decomposition. This enables them to improve
spatial resolution, light throughput and contrast, at the cost
of increased processing.
Compressive light field displays. The so-called compressive
light field displays are multilayer displays consisting of
stacked LCD panels (or attenuating layers if content is static)
and backlighting (Fig. 18(c)). They can also feature temporal
multiplexing of the contents of the different layers (then
termed multilayer multiframe displays). Prior to display, the
content of each of these layers has to be determined, and
this is the relevant part in terms of light field processing:
the most general formulation can be found in the work on
tensor displays [240]; this work aims to provide a general
framework for multilayer multiframe displays, encompass-
ing a number of variants which had been appearing before.
Lanman et al. [241] showed that a low rank approxima-
tion of the light field could be used; this, combined with
temporal multiplexing, allowed for display of light fields
using a dual-layer display. Wetzstein et al. [242] posed the
problem as a tomographic reconstruction of the light field.
In both cases, displaying the light field requires solving
a non-negative least squares problem which yields the
optimal attenuation maps to be displayed in the different
layers. A generalization to multiple layers using directional
backlighting was presented later [240]. The inclusion of
time multiplexing [243], and the support of near-correct
accommodation cues [244] followed. These displays recreate
the desired scene achieving higher resolution, larger DOF,
and higher light throughput than previous approaches, at
the cost of significant computation for prior processing of
the input light field. In order to reduce the cost of this
processing, Heide et al. [245] presented an approach that
combines adaptive sampling and knowledge of display-
specific characteristics to synthesize light fields for compres-
sive displays at a much lower consumption of resources. On
a related note, there have also been approaches devoted to
fast rendering of light fields from the 3D description of the
scene, based on exploiting the redundancy of the light field
reusing radiance evaluation between pixels [246].
9.2 Light Field Display Content Preprocessing
In addition to processing strictly required for display on the
different hardware systems, a number of works have strived
to improve the quality of the imagery displayed by perform-
ing some preprocessing of the content to be shown. These
software solutions essentially focus on addressing two of the
main limitations that we have mentioned: crosstalk between
views; and reduced resolution and the subsequent aliasing,
which is particularly severe in the angular domain, in which
resolution is most reduced. Additionally, there is a body of
work concerned with retargeting of light field content for its
display on devices of different characteristics.
Crosstalk. In both parallax barriers and lenslet arrays, light
leakage occurs between adjacent views. There is a variety
of causes of crosstalk, ranging from imperfect alignment
of components to quality of the optical elements, and in-
cluding the tilted nature of many parallax barriers and
lenslet arrays [247]. Crosstalk not only severely diminishes
image quality, but can also cause perceived depth to be
incorrect [248], [249]. Consequently, a number of works
have appeared that are devoted to minimizing the effects
of crosstalk in these displays; we focus here on those which
imply preprocessing of the input (light field) content. Most
approaches incorporate some model of the crosstalk and
manipulate the luminance of the input images so that, after
being shown on the display with crosstalk, the resulting
image is as similar as possible to the target one. To model
the crosstalk, careful calibration is often required. Jain and
Konrad simulated the crosstalk as a blurring filter, and
Wiener deconvolution was employed to preprocess the im-
ages to minimize the effect of the crosstalk [250]; the effect
of angular antialiasing filters was also taken into account in
the process. A linear model of crosstalk was also employed
by Wang et al. [251], thus modeling the process as a linear
system of equations. In their case, the crosstalk coefficient
matrix of the model was not measured experimentally, but
derived from screen characteristics instead. They further
proposed a method to solve the system posing it as a box-
constrained integer least squares problem. Li et al. [252]
focus on light leakage among subpixels: they also rely on
inverse filtering for vertical neighboring subpixels, while
horizontally blending weights for the neighboring subpixels
are computed based on minimizing the mean square error.
A different approach is that of Pei et al. [253], who propose
a method to reduce crosstalk via light field decomposition:
they propose to backproject rays to the LCD plane, during
which multiple rays can be mapped to one LCD subpixel,
these are weighted and the value used to compute the final
emitted intensity.
Aliasing. A classical problem of conventional light field
displays is spatial and angular aliasing. The former has been
addressed in seminal works on light field sampling [36],
[254]. The latter was tackled by works [255], [256] that de-
rived theoretical formulations of the angular aliasing prob-
lem for different cases, and proposed antialiasing techniques
based on prefiltering of the content. Some works have also
looked into the generation of multiview content from stereo-
scopic video taking into consideration the angular aliasing
problem and the limited depth range of the content that it
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Fig. 18. Three light field display architectures, featuring different ways of creating the final light field rendition. (a) Parallax-barrier based display, in
which a mask blocks certain rays from the back layer LCD to show the different views from different directions. (b) Integral imaging display, where
a lenslet array is used instead of the mask in (a), also redirecting rays but allowing for a higher light throughput. (c) Example architecture of a
multilayer display (specifically, the one presented in [242]); light rays from the backlight go through different attenuation layers, forming the final
displayed images. Images adapted from [240].
imposes [88], [257]1. Image quality offered by these displays
is also highly affected by the viewer’s position; this was
addressed by Du et al. [258], who proposed shearing (both
globally and locally) the light field, followed by stitching,
to hide transitions, improve continuity, and reduce hot-
spotting issues. Building on this, a method to eliminate
the depth-reversal that takes place in certain viewpoints
based on adjusting light field alignment has recently been
presented [259]. The problem of hot-spotting has also been
addressed by tracking viewers eye positions and dynami-
cally assigning appropriate views to them [260].
Retargeting. Retargeting refers to the process of modify-
ing content to adapt it to the characteristics of a specific
display [261]. In the most common case the concept refers
to spatial retargeting. The first approach for light fields
was that of Birklbauer and Bimber [207], in which they
could expand or compress a light field without the need
of depth information by applying seam carving on the
z-stack (”an image stack that contains only the in-focus
contributions in each of its slices while the out-of-focus
contributions are removed”). Additionally, a large number
of works have addressed the problem of depth retargeting.
The reason is that the maximum allowed depth budget of
a display is limited by the problem of angular aliasing. A
traditional solution to angular aliasing, as mentioned before,
is pre filtering the content. However, filtering for angular
aliasing creates a depth-of-field effect by which only objects
close to the screen plane in depth can be shown in focus,
while in objects further away only the lower frequencies are
preserved and thus appear blurred. To avoid this, depth is
retargeted to a narrower depth budget, which essentially
requires a subsequent warping of the light field according
to the new depth that can be done using techniques targeted
to stereo content [262], [263]. Depth retargeting techniques
are extensive and not the main focus of this survey; we thus
only gloss over them briefly: early works explore simple
depth remapping functions [264], [265], while others rely
on perceptual considerations [266], [267], [268], or devise a
means of cutting through the EPI volume generating views
with multiple centers of projection [269]. A joint image and
depth retargeting based on seam carving for light fields has
also been proposed [270].
1. For works tackling the generation of multiview content from a
lower dimensional or subsampled input in the general case please refer
to Sec. 4.
9.3 Discussion
If nowadays stereoscopic displays, aiming at displaying an
image plus depth, still suffer from a number of well-known
limitations, it is not hard to imagine that light field displays,
aiming at displaying a full (4D) light field, suffer even
more limitations. When we are attempting to display a 4D
structure of visual information on a screen, compromises
need to be made. Researchers have resorted to multilayer
and multiframe architectures to alleviate the problem. There
are two main problems with the current trends. First, the
large computational cost is required to calculate the con-
tents of each layer and frame. A light field entails a very
large amount of information, and solving the optimizations
required for the multilayer decomposition and streaming
this information in real time is a challenge. Still, real time
implementations exist and this problem may find a solution
as computational capability increases and algorithms im-
prove. Second, current displays still fail short of recreating
a faithful viewing experience. Before this technology is
ready for the market, we need to push farther to solve the
limitations we have explained in this section. We need to
increase more the FOV, to solve the mismatch in visual cues
(e.g., lack of proper accommodation cues), improve energy
consumption (increase light efficiency), spatio-angular reso-
lution, and overall image quality. For this purpose, Kovács
et al. [271] presented a quantitative evaluation for light field
displays in terms of spatial and angular resolution. With
an industry moving away from stereo displays (in favor of
increased spatial resolution or color and luminance fidelity,
and with the exception of HMDs), light fields may have the
chance of bringing 3D back. However, for this to happen
we still need significant improvements in acquisition, com-
pression, and display algorithms for light fields. We have
discussed many breakthroughs in these areas in the present
survey. Among these, of particular importance for displays
are the acquisition or generation of light fields with high
enough spatial and angular resolution (Secs. 3 and 4). Both
are needed for a faithful viewing experience, but angular
resolution is critical to provide accommodation; it is still
unclear and an active research topic how high this resolution
needs to be in order to provide correct accommodative cues
in the viewer. Content processing for certain types of dis-
plays also requires depth information (e.g., some multilayer
approaches presented in Sec. 9.1, or retargeting techniques
in Sec. 9.2); although many are demonstrated with synthetic
content featuring perfect depth, techniques such as those in
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Sec. 5 are needed for these approaches to be practical and
usable with real footage.
As a side note, with the recent rise in popularity of
virtual reality and augmented reality, partly driven by the
reduced form factor and cost of current head-mounted dis-
plays (HMDs), a new application area is opening up for light
fields. On the one hand, they are gaining importance for
content generation for these type of devices. On the other,
some recent works have used light fields to correct spatial
calibration of optical see-through HMDs [272], [273]. In
these works, the authors propose a light field-based method
to compensate for spatial distortion of images and blur
caused by optical see-through HMD optics: the distortion
is modeled as a 4D to 4D mapping between light fields, and
in the case of blur a PSF model is added (the blur in HMDs
is view-dependent).
Finally, it has been shown that light fields and holograms
can be seen as complementary representations, and transfor-
mations between them have been derived [117].
10 PUBLIC DATASETS AND CODE
This section introduces several open source datasets and
software tools for light field imaging and manipulation.
While this list is not exhaustive, it provides a set of useful
links for light field research.
Several light field datasets that include synthetic, real-
world and microscopy light fields have been made public.
The (New) Stanford light field archive [24] contains thirteen
high spatial and angular resolution light fields acquired
with a Lego gantry, seven microscope light fields, four light
fields acquired with a gantry and two light fields acquired
with a camera array. The Stanford Lytro Light Field Archive
[274] contains abundant light fields acquired with a Lytro
light field camera [4], and is divided into nine different
categories. Reřábek and Ebrahimi [275] also provided 118
light fields captured with a Lytro camera [4]. The dataset is
divided into ten categories, and can be used for light field
compression and quality evaluation. The (old) HCI light
field dataset [74] contains synthetic light fields and light
fields captured using a Raytrix camera [5]; each synthetic
light field includes ground truth depth maps for every
viewpoint. Recently, Honauer et al. [276] presented a light
field benchmark that provides a new HCI light field dataset
and an evaluation of depth estimation techniques. Wetzstein
[277] provided a number of synthetic light fields containing
either 5 × 5 or 7 × 7 views. Kim et al. [25] provided high
spatial and angular resolution light field datasets captured
by mounting a consumer DSLR camera on a motorized
linear stage. Jarabo et al. [278] provided the light fields used
in [196], including both synthetic light fields and light fields
captured with a Lytro camera. Finally, Ramamoorthi [279]
shared a dataset for material recognition using light fields
[160].
In terms of available open-sourced software, Dansereau
[35] provided a set of tools that allow decoding, calibration,
rectification, color correction, basic filtering and visualiza-
tion of light fields. Wanner et al. [66] provided code for
light field analysis in terms of both depth estimation and
light field super-resolution. Tao et al. [102] provided their
code for depth estimation that combined defocus cues and
correspondence cues. Wang et al. [99] and Jeon et al. [98]
shared their code for light field depth estimation. Kalantari
et al. [85] shared the source code for learning-based light
field view synthesis. Finally, Jarabo et al. [196] made public
their interface for light field editing.
11 CONCLUSIONS
As an alternative way to capture the visual information
in a scene, light fields have become increasingly popular
due to their capabilities in the representation of visual in-
formation, and the subsequent applications. Dimensionality
reduction from the seven dimensions of the plenoptic func-
tion to a 4D representation promoted light fields beyond
a theoretical concept. From a hardware perspective, we
have witnessed the development of light field acquisition
approaches from expensive and bulky camera array systems
to portable consumer cameras, such as Raytrix [5], Lytro [4]
and PiCam [22]. When light fields were first introduced to
computer graphics [3], [11], their applications were only
digital refocusing and rendering of virtual views. Today,
however, the ability to expeditely capture abundant datasets
enables numerous applications, including image enhance-
ment, segmentation, detection, recognition, depth sensing,
3D reconstruction and 3D display.
Meanwhile, there are still many scientific challenges for
researchers to address. The inherent resolution trade-off
between spatial, angular and temporal resolution is one of
the key issues. Although recent works have mitigated the
problem by employing spatial, angular or temporal super-
resolution techniques, obtaining a high spatial and angular
resolution light field with high efficiency still requires more
research efforts. Moreover, compared with active depth
acquisition approaches, such as structured light and time-
of-flight imaging, light field imaging suffers from several
problems, such as low data efficiency and high computing
complexity. In addition, current consumer plenoptic cam-
eras can deal with only a very limited DOF due to their
narrow baseline. Therefore, it is critical to design algorithms
that are capable of accurate and efficient depth recovery
from light fields with narrow baselines.
In the near future, light field capture based on compact
multi-camera arrays will be more and more popular given
its high efficiency in getting high resolution data in the
spatial, temporal and angular dimensions. Heterogeneous
or hybrid camera arrays with different settings of cameras
will enrich the diversity of collected information, reduce
the data size, and improve the performance of various
computer vision algorithms. The pursuit of high perfor-
mance imaging capabilities will drive novel light field ac-
quisition approaches, such as the estimation of surface or
material properties of the scene by combining light fields
with hyperspectral imaging. The developments of light field
compression and streaming technologies will increase the
popularity of light fields in the multimedia industry. The
ability of snapshot axial dimension imaging using light field
microscopes opens a new door for biology research. More-
over, light field displays are an inevitable trend in VR/AR
display systems. The demand of wider FOV, larger DOF and
higher dynamic range photography may push research on
light field imaging toward a more sophisticated prospect,
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such as Lytro Cinema [280]. Such high performance light
field capture at a single position will help to obtain a high
quality reconstruction for a dynamic scene [281] (including
geometry, texture, illumination and motion reconstruction),
and further visual scene understanding. By keeping these
trends in mind it is easy to imagine how light fields may
become a part of our daily life in the future.
This paper has summarized the development of light
field imaging, in terms of both the processing methods
involved, and the challenges that lie ahead. We hope it
will help on the evolution of this technology, promoting the
development of new exciting applications and changing the
way in which we are able to “see” and “understand” the
world.
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